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ABSTRACT
THE IRON AGE PREHISTORY OF THE W iNtiJRG AREA, ORANGE FREE STATE
The settlement p ttem, pottery assemblage and type of hut of a stone-walled site complex are 
investigated. Finds are described and discussed and calculations of stock numbers made. The site 
complex is compared with previous archaeological finds of the Late Iron Aye of the area and 
elsewhere, and with the classification by Maggs for the central Highveld.
The Doompoort settlements comply with the descriptions of the spatial organisation of the Central 
Cattle Pattern although the site complex did not produce the. standardised and repeated arrangement 
of structures characterised by connecting walls at Type V, outer walls at Type N and bilobial courtyards
f ■ m l
The decorated pottery assemblage corresponds in general with those from Caledon Valley, Type V and 
Type N. Doompoort pottery shares style classes with these assemblages and could be part of the same 
tradition. The hut as found at Doompoort shows affinities with huts at Type V and Type N. The 
Doompoort site could be part of the variation within ihc Caledon Valley duster, but also shows 
relation to sites of Nguni origin.
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INTRODUCTION
Iron Age archaeology in the Orange Free State is usually associated with corbelled stone huts. These 
huts generated interest in the local prehistory, but have also been responsible foi persistent 
misconceptions about the people who occupied the settlements. It is, for instance, still widely accepted 
that all the old kraals were erected by a group of pygmies, called the Leghoya, who were living in these 
tiny structures (Taylor 1986). This generalisation denies all diversity and implies that the occupants of 
the highveld were a homogeneous group implementing a uniform settlement pattern.
attentionArchaeological recording in the Orange Free State started during the early 1920's,
extended to the Iron Age (Van Rict I owe 1927, Laidlcr 1936, Daubcnton 1938, Pullen 1942). Since the 
late MHO’S, extensive work was done by Walton (1948,1949,1951,1953,1956,1958). Schofield’s (1948)
work on Iron Age ceramics became the basic sowce for pottery classification for several decades. Dc
lager’s (1965) synthesis of pottery and settlement organisation was based on the works of Walton and
.
Schofield, and except for putting on record a number of unknown sites, made no major contribution.
White, etaL (eud.), excavated and reconstructed part of a corbelled hut settlement in the Willem
Pretorius Game Reserve near Ventersburg during the early 1970’s. Humphreys (1972) excavated and 
described the Type R settlements along the Rict River, and in 1973 a survey at the Wclbedacht Dam 
site in the Caledon River Valley, near Wcpencr, produced three Iron Age sites (Brookcr 1980).
• need for archaeological studies on the prehistory of the Orange Free State was pointed out by 
Wilson (19693ui). The first major contribution came from Maggs (1976), when he presented an 
extensive survey of Iron Age sites on the Highveld, which for the first time resulted in an archaeological
framework for this region.
Further afield extensive work was done on similar Later Iron Age material in the Transvaal (Hanisch
M a i  l  IK m  E # " ___
1979; Taylor 1979a,197%,1964; Pistorius 1984; Lowbser 1985; Mason 1968,1986) and in Natal (Maggs 
1982,1988; Maggs etaL 1986; HaM & Maggs 1979).
.
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Ceramic sequences have been formulated for different regions of southern Africa. What concerns us is
the break in ceramic style relating to the origin of the Sotho/Tswana that occurred between 1100 and
T l I  i  ' v I1350 AD. Evers (1981.-98;l t34'' uses the name Moloko for this pottery style. Two conflicting hypotheses
about the origins of the ' Abv/Tswana exist. The first is that the Sotho/Tswana arrived in southern
Africa shortly after 1X X) AD. The second hypothesis sees the Sotho/Tswana as the direct descendants
»  i  S  . I  I , l |
of the Early Iron Age peoples who settled in the area from around 300 AD. The name Oon is
suggested by Mason (1963) for this tradition. The ceramic evidence, however, shows that the 
differences between the Sotho/Tswana and the preceding phase are too grer-t to be a local
devrkjpmcnt and a migration is therefore necessary to explain the change (Evers 1983:264).
'
S fAccording to radiocarbon dating the occupation of the central High veld started after 1600 AD. Evrrs 
(1961:96) sees this as the second phase of Moloko, murked by an increase in stone-walled settlements 
on the Highvcld. Sites from this phase are known from the Transvaal (Moore 1981; Hall 1965; Taylor 
1979) and from the Oraiqge Free State (Maggs 1976) and are accepted as representing Sotho/Tswana
peoples (Evers 1964:241-245).
sue
Moloko pottery is characterised bv the combination of horizontal lines, triangles and bands of incisions, 
comb-stamping and appliqu6 motifs, often with colour burnish (Mason 1986, Maggs IS 76, Evers 1961,
Taylor 1979a, Loubeer 1961,1968, Evers 196138,1984:236,1968, Huffman 1986b:287).
Moloko sites are also characterised by a structural model of spatial organisation (Kuper 1980,1982),
known as the Central Cattle Pattern. This pattern is characterised by a central cluster of cattle byres
containing burials and the men’s court, surrounded by a circle of huts. The spatial arrangement is taken
even further, affecting the organisation of space inside the huts. A right side for men and a left side for
women, a front/back division with dividing walls partitioning off the rear part, and sliding doors at hut
entrances are features of Moloko settlements (Huffman 1986a; 1989). All the Later Iron Age stone-
rum sites of the Free State and Transvaal that have been investigated exhibit this pattern (Evers
1961:101).
:. y.
The present research project in the Free Slate started with the collection and study of literature on the 
history of the early inhabitants of the area (Dreyer 1974). At the same time it was decided to compile a
comprehensive record of archaeological sites, since such a record did not previously exist at the
National Museum, Bloemfontein. A postal survey resulted in the recording of archaeological
information on more than one thousand farms. During the ensuing programme of reconnaissance,
nearly a hundred Iron Age sites were visited. The complexity and diversity of the different scltlcrn 
layouts and the wide distribution of sites became apparent. It was also n o t t h a t  the huts associated
i different settlement patterns were bulk of different materials and in different styles. On several of
the stone-waited sites, patches conta- aing pieces of burnt daga with r^ed and grass impressions were
found. The she complex ta  the farm Doorapoort 19, near Win burg, proved to be ideal for further
investigation, as ■Imnar all the settlement units had well-defined patches of burnt daga and no obviousMMWMBIIVWf WMiWIMIIli Wb*'1" n'1^ 1 m  1 "IH'IB
i of corbelled huts. m m
The she complex was chosen to establish the cultural history sequence for the Later Iron Age in this
area and to determine the internal layout of the settlements in a systematic surface investigation. The
complex w 1 be examined against the total background of the la ter Iron Age as an example in a 
specific ecological and geographical region.
It is argued that group identity is reflected in ceramic style, settlement layout and hut interior patterns.
These aspects can be used to trace, identify and follow large scale Iron Age ethnic units (Huffman
■H e IMHF' earn •*»>. ■ H
1982:134; 1989:156,159)1
.
us project was undertaken as a contribution towards answering the need for more locally intensive
work and she description. Furthermore, a is aimed to survey and reconstruct the settlement pattern 
and ways of living of the occupants of a stone-walled settlement. It also aims at obtaining a better
knowledge of Later Iron Age huts. Since pottery assemblages, as part of the culture of people, are still
1 SGMHiunport ant in defining archaeological entities, these and other finds will be described and analysed in
E:#
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detail. The rettlcmeuf paitern of this specific complex will also be compared with other known
■ E "  M  ' g M H H
settlement patterns associated with stone-walled ruins.
Maggs* previous work concentrated on visible structures while houses of perishable materials were
omitted. He also emphasised animals, stock areas and primary and secondary welling. I emphasize 
settlement pattern, pottery and the kind of hut Consequently I paid special attention to patches of
burnt
T * rvation in fact in the whole of the Orange Free
State, m not good. Stone-robbing is very common, probably as a result of the ease of access to most of 
people, and farmers who exploit the walls as a source of stone for dam walls.the ruins by
was done by Sheddkk (1948) and Ashton (1967).
Information on the history of the Sotho is given by Thompson (1975) and Sannders (1975), which in 
their turn depwded heavily on Stow (1905), ElknLcrger (1912) ami Theal (1883). The works of Stow 
and Ellcnbeigcr have been criticised by Thompson (19695*2) and in general, most of the above-
E  ? - m  -
I publications depend more or less cm the same basic sources and their originality is therefore 
limited. Some of the previous works have been reviewed by Lye (1967:109-113) and Maggs (1976:6-10)
In general, information on the prehistory and archaeology of the urea is limited.
- ' V I B h K M H
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byre* and erosion weirs.
The earliest references about the Sotho, although based on ’hearsay", date from the 17th centuryM»lTllfi .« Z W B m
(Saunders 1966:66). Eye witness accounts exist c.nly from about 1801 (Wilson & Thompson 1969:135).
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General information on material culture, tradition and history can be extracted from works by Casa (is 
(1861), MacGregor (1905), Freeman (1851) and Backhouse (1844). Basic ethnological information on 
the Sotho, however, remains scanty. Earlier works are by Stow (1905). Mabille (1905), Lagden 
(1901,1909), Dutton (1922) and Tytden (1950). Extensive work, which prouuced useful contributions.
It is generally accepted by historians, as a result of eye witness accounts and oral tradition, that the 
present area of study was occupied by the ancestor; 01 the present day Sotho (Wilson & Thompson 
1969:141; Lcgassick 1969-JO, Maggs 1976:229,302J12J22; 1986:4/7; Evers 1984:236; Taylor 1984:250). 
Historical connections also exist between the Sotho/Tswana and certain stone ruin sitei (Mason 1962;
Wilson 1966; Maggs 1976; Pislorius 1984).
Circumstantial evidence thus leads to the general acceptance of the Sotho/Tswana as the builders of 
the stone walls in the Orange Free State and adjacent uxas in the Transvaal (Maggs 1976:51; 1979:175; 
Frescura 1981:23; Taylor 1986:176). This idea however, does not seem to be supported by the 
information given by some c 'th e  early travellers. Several references state clearly that stone-built towns 
w et' either sometimes only parly occupied or mostly unoccupied and in ruins (Bennie 1956:13; 
Arbouiset A  Daumas 1968:128).
---------- records lack decisive proof for any cataiAlshed stone-building tradition in the area, but
stone wall: clearly dominate the pi c-historical stene. It could therefore be concluded that the builders
and the res dents of the sites may not have been the same people (Frescura 1981:23). It is, for instance,
§ B  ,
known from Burchcll’s travels (Mason 1986:820), that the Tlhaping at Dithakong did not build in stone 
in 1812, although Campbell (18131:136) mentions several stone ruin sites nearby, (cf. Breutz 1956:165). 
It is difficult t > explain the lack of a dear historically supported stone-building tradition against the 
existence of stone walls which seem to have been as integral part of the settlement pattern and life
style at sites such as OXF1 (Maggs 1976:237)
i l W B B n p i l  I I f  i f a  J l i i i  i l1 P f i p p W W W B W B W W W W W M M I  
Researchers have often considered stone as a substitute tar other building materials on the High veld
(Van Riet Lowe 1944:205; Maggs 1976:285,319; Mason 1986:821). There could be certain reservations
to this idea, for the choice of settlement location is not determined only by the availability of building
materials (Maggs 1971-63, 1976:319; Humphreys 1972.-91-94; Triggc. 1968:53-). For example, the
Ndebele of Mzilikazi, as a small group of people initially, wandered through a number of different
■
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vcgetational and climatic regions, and despite the assimilation oi a great number of Tswana people, 
retained their traditional mode of hut type for almost four generations (Frescura 1°85:154,258,278).
Stone-building has also been resorted to as protection against predators and enemies in the absence of 
trees (Bennie 1956:11; Walton 1965:24; Wilson & Thompsvr 1969:140). The specialised use of stone, as 
in the corbelled huts, requires specialised knowledge and skill in stone-building (Van Riel Ixwc 
1944:206) and thus contradicts the idea of a sudden adaptation from one type of material fo another by
E l j gfc* - M
people moving from one type of natural environment into another.
The archaeological scene in the Orange Free State has been dominated by stone-building since the first 
studies were done. So far, stone-building has seemed to be inseparably connected with Later Iron Age 
occupation in this region. The survey of archaeological sites conducted by the National Museum, 
Bloemfontein, produced no Iron Age site without stone-building, it seems likely that stone walls aid 
beehive huts of reeds and grass were contemporaneous in our are*. Regarding the Caledon Valley, 
Maggs (1976:229) is of the opinion that this area might reveal settlimcnts with little or no stone- 
building. He also admits that Type V (p.28£9,314), Type N (p315) and Type Z (p.237) sites produced 
huts of material other than stone.
Due to th$ dear visibility of stone-walled sites, archaeologists tend to concentrate on stone ruins 
(Maggs 19763; 1984a:359; 1984b:200; Mason 1986326; Humphreys 197635). This is inevitable, but 
could result in the over emphasis of certain stone-built structures within the pattern and a total 
disregard of buildings made of perishable materials, resulting in an incomplete and distorted 
reconstruction of the settlement pattern (Maggs 19763; 1984359). The immortal belief in the Leghoya 
and the assumption that the early inhabitants of the Orange Free State lived in store huts could be a 
direct result of just this form of "lithocentritity'. (For the first use of this term see Maggs 1976:5,9). The 
study of the settlement pattern should therefore not only concentrate on the clone structures. The 
remains of buildings of perishable materials are equally important and should be included in the 
investigation. In Maggs* report the remnaafs of certain huts were not investigated
7(1976:165,177,195,214), and the inferences about hut construction could be somewhat speculative (e.g. 
p.175). The relationship between stone and perishable materials at Type Z sites shows the importance 
of a study of the total settlement, including all types of material
The only written records of the interior are the narratives of missionaries and travellers of the 18th and 
19th centuries, who render scanty, but crucL'l bits of information in the form of published journals and 
letters. Although no direct mention of the site could be found, it is known that black tribes were living 
in the vicinity of present day Winburg in pre-Difaqanc times. EUenbcrger (1912:85) mentions the 
Kwcna of Mkopanc and Fokng at Mahasanc, some 30 km to the east. He also mentions the Fokeng of 
even further east, at Mckwatleng (p68). To the north the area between the Vais, Sand and Vet 
Rivers was more densely occupied (Moletsane 1967:27), with mention of the Taung of Khomo and 
Thulo (EUcnberger IS 12:54,56) as well as Moletsane at Maphororong, at a village with up to 400 huts 
(p62). Other tribes were the Fokeng of Patsa (p69) and the Kubung (p52). The inferences to people:
living along the Donkin River (Mason 1986:857; Backhouse 1844:396; Campbe’l 1822:350) could
possibly refer to the Winburg and Vet River area (Maggs 1976:6). The area between the Vet and Sand
".. ; ^ - m iim
Rivers was also visited by hunters, traders and stock farmers several years before actual White
settlement toe* place (Venter 1974).
Winburg and its vicinity played an important role throughout the early history of White settlement. The 
town originated on the Voortrekker route, where it was a gathering point from 1836, and later 
developed into the first Voortrekker "dorp" north of the Orange River. A municipality was established 
in 1842 and it was proclaimed a township in 1843 (Van tier Walt 1928) and became the first capital of
a m  m ithe Orange Free State (Midglcy 1949). During the long and drawn-out border disputes with the 
Basotho of Moshocshoc, from about 1848 to 1868, the town of Winburg [ ayed a key role as a border 
stronghold in a sparsely populated country. The town itself was threatened a few times and was 
attacked by the Basotho in 1866, when livestock were taken from the commonage and the herdsmen 
murdered (Jacobs 1952.21; Taljaard 1979).
8The area along the Vet River is part of the earliest White-occupied land near Winburg. The farm 
Doornpvort war officially surveyed ,'n 188?, but the first owner ot the farm is already mentioned in the 
Land Records of 1848, followed by the names of successive occupants, umV in 1923, when it came into 
possession of the Thcron family, the present owners.
Although vernacular names for towns, mountains, rivers and living sites are still widely known in the 
Orange Free State (e*  Webb 1950), no local Sesotho name could be traced for either the farm or the 
area. A certain degree of confusion exists regarding the Sesotho name tor the Vet River. Elknbergcr 
(191254^6,169) uses Tikoe (Vet River) and Tikoanc (Sand River), whilst Arbousset (1968:329,227) 
refers to the Sand River as Tikwe and mentions another stream, Uku-inc (a branch of the Keicop) 
i could be the Vet River (Webb 1950:63). Tixis latter terminology is crpetuated by Slow (Walton 
1965:30,3135), Moletsane (1967:27), Maggs (1976) and Sanders (1975) and I will follow their usage
' '  r
Fig. 1 Locality: Doornpoort 19. Winburg.
2. ENVIRONMENT
The farm Ooornpoort 19 (28°36’S. 26°59,F..) is situated about 10 km south of the town of Winburg 
(Fig.1) The aru. lies at an altitude of 1 400m and the highest point on the ridge is given as 1 429m 
above sea level (2826DB, 1962). 9
a #
With a few exceptions the whole of the Orange Free State falls geologically within the Karoo Sequence, 
and the rolling landscape produced by the Beaufort Group is seen clearly here. The area around 
Winburg is classified as part of the Tarkastad Subgroup (Middle Beaufort), consisting of sandstone and 
mudstone layers with dolcritc intrusions (SA CS. 1980). The dolcritc dykes and sills are dissected by 
numerous joints and weather in blocks of different sizes, providing excellent grindstones and building 
material
The topography (Fig.2) of the area is determined by the geology and is dominated by the Klein Vet 
River which cuts through the farm from east to west. The farm lies about 15km east of the confluence
of the Klein and Groot Vet Rivers just above the Erfenis Dam. Due to the underlying geological
structure, the natural topography of the area runs in consecutive north-south trending parallel waves of
ridges, commencing at the Klein Vet River. The ridge on Doornpoort appears in the form of a cucsta 
with dolcritc sills dipping towards the east. The accompanying pediment to the west lies at a lower level
and merge* with the bajada consisting of a deep soil deposit (J.C Loock, Dept of Geology, U.O.F.S.,
.
pen. comm.). Iron Age archaeological sites are located along the ridge, both below the scarp against 
the west-facing slope, and on top of the scarp a little distance back from the highest point (Fig3).
The soils of the Winburg area arc classified by Mac Vicar (1973) as black clays, and are primarily
characteristic of the Erfenis pedosystem. In the geological composition of mudstone and sandstone
with dolcritc intrusions, the weathering dolcritc tends to be the only source of Mack clay soils, which
, v ,  - ~ f  - a " f a .  I  j j j  I
have poor drainage, resulting in the stagnation of sub-soil water (Eloff 1964).
w m MiilHJ! ■ .. ..MN JM I m
Different soil types must have influenced the subsistence of Iron Age peoples. It is, however, rather 
difficult to draw significant conclusions on the soil potential for the cultivation of crops and the
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Fig. 2 Topography of lha farm Doompoort 19, Winburg.
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pasturage of live stock during prehistoric times (Maggs 1974:14). From my own observations durir 
excavations, the general tendency seems to be that the grass and crops flourish during good rainy 
seasons but deteriorate rapidly in the absence of rains and decline completely during spells of drought, 
with consequent crop failure and stock loss.
The Orange Free State is known for its extremes in climate and the Winburg area is no exception. 
Climate can only be perceived in the seasonal rhythm of the various weather components, such as 
temperature, rainfall, humidity, radiation etc. Of these elements, temperature is probably the most 
crucial for man, animals and plants.
In the Winburg area there is a fluctuation of 14,5°C between mean daily minimum (9,9°C) and mean 
dailv maximum temperature (24,4°C), with a mean daily temperature of 17,1°C throughout the year. 
The hottest weather is experienced from November to February, with a mean daily temperature of 
22^°C The coldest period is from May t< August with a mean daily temperature of 11^2°C. The 
winter reaches its peak dining June and July, with temperatures averaging around 9,7°C. Temperatures 
have been as extreme as 38£°C in summer and -8,9°C in winter (Weather Bureau, WB40 1986). 
Severe frost occurs from May to September for up to 140 days per annum, with temperatu.es at nighi 
below freezing point (Grocncwald 1963). There is a close correlation between effective temperature 
and topography (Stuckcnberg 1969). This is probably also true of rainfall, since there is a decrease in 
rainfall with a drop in altitude.
Rain occurs in the form of thunderstorms during summer, with the strongest downpours from 
November to March. The average monthly rainfall was 46,98mm, calculated over a period of nearly 
sixty years from records kept by the land owners. The biggest source of perennial water is still the Klein 
Vet River about 2km  away. Scheddick (1954:38) _*atcs that the Sotho preferred spring water to rivers 
and streams as sources of drinking water, and local farmers recall the existence of several natural 
springs in the vicinity of the sites in bygone days. It can, therefore, be accepted that water was readily 
available during prehistoric occupation.
*  DOORNPOORT
Fig 4 Vegetation Map (Alter Acocks 1975).
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Vckl Type 49: (Acocks 1975)
Transitional Cymbopogon-Tkcmcda veld.
Prevailing winds vary from north-east to north and north-west, with the cold winds blowing from the
,
east and south. Dust storms are common. Wind force fluctuates between day and night and according
to the seasons.
A close correlation easts between vegetation and climate (Walter 1963) and this is probably endorsed 
by the vegetation of the Winburg area. The region is pari of the pure grass-veid and the farm 
Roompoort lies within the transitional Cymbopogoo-Thcmeda veld (Acocks 1975:39, Veld Type 49) 
(Fig.4). Along the ridges and on the living sites there is a fairly significant growth of trees and shrubs 
which indudes Oleg africana, CtUis africana, Rhus iancea, Ziziphus mucronata and Diospyros fycioides. 
It is however questionable whether sufficient wood for hut building and fuel was available in prehistoric 
times. Along the river beds reeds (Phragnita australis) flourish. The thickets of low-growing Acacia 
karroo, found today on low-lying areas near tkr. River, are clearly intrusive, the result of overgrazing 
several decades ago. On the plains the surface cover is mainly Themeda uiandra, which provides
m  S *excellent grazing, while patches of Cymbopogon piurinodis and Hyparrhcnia hirta also occur. Grass and 
reeds could have been a source of building material for huts in Iron Age times. Among other things 
these environmental features effect the distribution of the sites in the Doornpoort complex.
.. . .T '
GENERAL FEATURES OF THE SITE
As a result of topography the site complex falls into two sections, one below the ridge, f»™e west, and
the other on top of the scarp, facing east (FigJ).
ArchaeologicaUy, the complex consists of stor„-wallcd enclosures of varying sizes, ranging from 3-35m 
diameter. Although a few connecting walls occur at 7826DB U, 'mis 1' not a characteristic feature u  
the whole complex. The stone walls were constructed in the usual manner (Fig29), of two
fiiccs of Basely pJed stones with a rubble core, tending to taper towards the top (Walton 1958:135; 
Maggs 197&51). Due to considerable damage by trees and shrubs, the walls arc in varying «r«g ^  of 
collapse.
Many parts of the complex were robbed ol slooe, especially on the lower west-facing part which is 
easily accessible. In some cases v/hole structures have been demolished, leaving only a few base stones 
which form inexpl .cable semi-circles.
K M
On the surface middens
middens. All the settlement units contain well-defined patches of burnt daga with reed and grans 
impressions. The patches of burnt daga were located around the stone structures. Pellets and chunks of
were visible and potsherds were scattered in the vicinity of the living units and
slag were found in several places dispersed over the site.
On top of the ridge the individual settlement units are easily distinguishable, spread out at intervals of
P% % |i|M fiiiB S& irfjga
about 150m following the curve of the ridge. The settlement layout below is much more integrated and 
therefore complicated, making the settlement units difficult to ’istinguisb (FigJ)
The settlement pattern is different from Type V and lacks the formal recognisable and repeated 
arrange lent of primary enclosures. The pattern appears to be one of groups of primary endoaurcs of 
various sues, loosely clustered, with no particular arrangement and little or no secondary waUing.
I
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RESEARCH DESIGN
The archaeological complex is named after the farm Doornpoort 19, Winburg. In the south, the 
complex Is not restricted to this one farm, but continues onto the adjacent farm, Vancouver 1712.
Other stone-built ruins also occur on other farms in the neighbourhood. All the ruins on the
were examined but, to limit the project, not all were mapped.
The excavations were labelled according to the 1 JO 000 cadastral map scries and numbered in order of 
«cavatk>n. Thus, the site is named 2826DB with the addition* of every altenudve excavation number
(&g. 2826DB ID). Farther numbers were allocated on the plans to distinguish other settlement units
* * * * * * * *  m x m c i (H P ) . phonograph, m  m.p .
tw e  and «lrub, tcod to grow bj .he m ratm e rm bed  b , the aoce-wtik led  thetc d rd e, of
vegetation showed up dearly on the photographs (FigJ). Five of the living units, selected for more
intensive study, w- ,re surveyed and mapped in dctad with plane table
.
Excavations were either plotted recording to a fully laid out grid (2826DB 10 & 14) or, in some cases,
baSC' IinC wilh transvene st right angles (2826DB 13). Finds and features 
were .irawn in position by offset tape measurements. Elevations were measured in accordance with a
fixed datum point.
standard procedures. Certain areas from
. I . . . .  ■
unit were selected
for excavation and squares were laid over surface indications of features, snch as patches of hut daga,
of potsherds and the insides of stone structures In several cases squares were
' j i P l y  arc*sw iti,ao visible indication of any activity to establish the nature of the contents. The
sire of individual excavation, was staodardired to 3m2 and then extended or divided as required. Test
were adapted as needed. All dejusks were excavated down to bedrock, except where features
or structures had to be left
m m  I
v
j M f r n n l r W f
r 
i
Low level aerial photography showing circles of vegetation In stone walls at lower
and upper living units.
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Exposure ot Jk, huts was started by cleaning tkr surface of the patches of burnt daga. An ordinary 
domestic vacuum cleaner was used and proved to be excellent for the exposure of the rubble (Dreycr 
1989b). The total dimensiou of the debris were drawn on plan before the removal of the daga.
The material was processed in a hand-operated double sieve with mesh sizes of 2mm and 4mm
respectively. This enabled the retrieval of <mali ostrich eggshell beads and rodent bones and teeth. 
Samples of ash, hut-daga and different soil types in the deposit were collected.
lie levels. As a result of rodent activity this became a very difficult procedurefoBow natural i
and arbitrary lewis were maintained. These refuse dumps were no longer recognisabL as beans but 
were only visible on the surface due to the discolouration of the soil, scattered potsherds and
g  - J  1  9  1 2  ;Ja  M
sometimes differ ent vegetation. Squares were selected towards the centre of middens or in areas which 
seemed t > be relatively undisturbed. In larger middens several squares were excavated to compare the
Due to the shallowness of the deposit and absence of visible stratigraphy, vertical control was kept by 
excavation in arbitrary spits. In the case of middens with deeper deposits, an attempt was made to
variability of material within the midden.
were started below the ridge. A grid of 30m squares was laid over theThe excavations on I
first part for over 709m. Three meter squares were pegged over features to be investigated and plotted
on the base map separately. This
the total grid and was
led to a very complicated numbering system for squares 
in due course, retaining the numbers for the alternating
eW. vtf. ■'' '■' ;
Patches of burnt daga were approached with particular interest as it was anticipated that they could 
indicate a previously unknown feature in the Late Iron Age archaeology of the Orange Free State.
: on Doorepoor: was done over a period ranging from February 1983 to December 1984. 
During this time a severe drought was experienced, which resulted in the rapid deterioration of the
j  fiudwn*
grass cover. This state favt 
have remained unnoticed.
2826 DO
DOORNPOORT 19
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5. EXCAVATIONS 
2826DB 1 -9r
LOCATION AND GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The part of the complex below the ridge (28°36,S. 26°57E.) lies against the vest-fating slope
■
ag out for more than a kilometer (FigJS).
This settlement area consists of an integrated pattern of stone waUs of various sizes and shapes.
_  1  i  i  #  5  s
Towards the not them part the settlement pattern is much more complex and individual settlements 
cannot be distinguished (FigJ). Wall-robbing complicated the settlement pattern even more.
m
Several patches of burnt dags were located and more became visible during the fieldworic. Upper and 
lower grindstones were present. Only one lower grindstone had a narrow groove (Fig.7), in contrast to
s i a B P T O g  B  ' #  i :  a :
the others which were large flat stones each with an oval hollow in the main grinding surface (Fig.8). 
Many of the lower grindstones were broken and others had been used to pave the dam wall.
The remains of rectangular structures with associated middens occur on tks northern part of the
complex, demonstrating that there was also a later (c.1900) occupa toe (Drcycr 1989a). Excavations 
producing material from the c.1900 occupation are not included in this i --port.
FEATURES 
STONE-PAVING
A circular stone-paving (FBI) visible on the surface war cleared for inspection. No context with any 
other structure or associated material could be found. It may have been the foundation of a hut, but the
g H B H I
interpretation cannot be confirmed. A day figurine, a few potsherds and a tapered piece of iron were
I recovered on the surface (Fig.12).
Lower grinding stone with single groove.
28626DB 10: Lower grinding stone in J7c5.
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BURNT DAGA
Three patches of burnt daga were excavated, but no floors could be found and the size and shape of the 
huts are unknown. The daga concentration of excavation 7 looked very promising but again neither the 
floor nor the entrance was found. The final attempt to expose a hut on this part of the site was at 
excavation 9A. This hut and midden (9B) were associated with slag on a dolerite outcrop nearby. No 
floor cc old be found and the hut produced only 18 undecoratcd potsherds.
MIDDENS
Midden 1 was excavated to investigate a concentration of crude potsherds observed on the surface. The 
midden itself was fairly large an-- four 3m squares (D6JDl(j}*h) were dug (Fig.9). A total of 865
■ f i s r  n r  i |  v
potsherds were recovered of which eighty-two were decorated or rim pieces. Freshwater mussel and
' WIUPn'ili I'1'!   W II w
nrffifh eggxhell were found as well as nine ostrich eggshell beads (5-7mm diameter). One upper 
grindstone of 65mm was noted.
Midden 4 (Excavation 5) was dug as a 3m square (Fig. 10). The deposit was rich in cultural and faunal 
material Fourteen decorated sherds and 60 undecoratcd rim pieces were found. Over 200 pieces of 
mussel shell and nearly a 100 pieces of ostrich eggshell were retrieved, as well as six ostrich 
beads (6-12mm). Ochre fragments and bone tools were recovered. There were six bone points as well
as scrapers (Fig. 12). Several chunks of hut daga were found in the deposit but no associated hut could
be located.
The deposit coded on a .'olid surface. * iis  feature was investigated by digging 1m trenches in four 
different directions (Fig. 10), but its origin or purpose of the floor could not be explained. The same
I to extend into the adjacent catthr byre. Excavation 6 was done to verify this. The harti
8 8 1surface extended underneath the stone wall and its hoiks corresponded with th~ outer perimeter of the 
wall (Fig.ll). As shown in the profile along line y-z, a layer of about 15cm of sterile sand separated the
1 ; H : iwall from the surface, indicating that there was no obvious connection between the two features. I
surface appeared *
rnrnammm
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2826DB1: Plan of grid and profile.
282606 5: Man and Profile.
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2826PB 6: Plan and Proflte.
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prestu. x  this hard surface was a natural phenomenon. The finds from this excavation were restricted to 
nineteen pieces of undccorated pottery and fifty-three bone fragments.
Excavation 8 (Midden 5) was done inside a large stone enclosure to investigate the occurrence of an
j  H :  %
ashy deposit on the surface. A red smeared floor, with no apparent association, was uncovered. Only 
nine undccorated potsherds were found.
The midden 7 (Excavation 9B) produced 123 undccorated prtsherds, sight decorated potsherds and a 
few pieces of mussel shell
POTTERY 3
w s m
A total of 1646 potsherds were retrieved. Finger decorations were found on 190 pieces (45,6%) and
W a W M m F -  i b ,comb-stamped and stylus decorated pieces were 33,3 per cent (139) of the total decorated. Of a
hundred and fifteen rim pieces, 88 (21,1%) contained red ochre burnish.
The biggest number of decorated pottery came from Excavation 5. No vessel imcM be reconstructed
,19
and deductions are based on observations of the sherds. Rim profiles ind ' ; ' >  A t and everted
v - 1
necks with one specimen with a sharp point of inflection. One sherd displayed a $. :** (Fig. 13-14).
An incomplete animal figurine (3,5cm) came from TB1. The hind quarters were modelled with two 
kgs and a short tail but the front part was flattened and flanged as if the forelegs and head were still to
I E i 11 1 = I,,be made. In excavation 5, a tapered point of baked day was found, presumably from a ladle < x>n
handle and two fragments resembling the horns of cattle figurines were found in TB1 and 1 • 4 -5,
respectively (Fig. 12).
BONE OBJECTS
Excavation 1 (j) produced two pieces of serrated bone (Fig. 12). Their purpose is not clear, but they 
may have been used to produce the comb-stamping.
: •' '  ■
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LOCATION AND GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
This settlement unit is situated on top of the scarp (28036,43*S. 26°5754"E.) and forms part of a series 
of similar single units (FigJ). The ruins lie on a slight slope, towards the south-east. The unit 
comprises 5 larger primary enclosures and at least fifteen smaller stone structures of varying sizes 
loosely spread out. This is the only unit where secondary walls connect some of the smaller stone 
structures (Ftg.15). Several middens were visible around the periphery. Here and there patches of 
burnt daga were visible on the surface where the top layer had been completely removed or partially 
disturbed by sofl erosion. A concentration of these patches was located towards the west of the stone- 
waUs.|j
TsliliF g m m m
This particular unit was excavated in some detail in an attempt to establish the settlement layout. A
I T
grid of 15m squares extended beyond the limits of visible features Within this grid a total of seventy- 
four 3m squares were excavated to investigate middens, patches of burnt daga and the interior of stone
structures. As the surface finds gave only vague indications of huts and other features, squares were 
selected on a chequerboard pattern fFig.16).
HUTS
The top layer of the hut debris consisted of fine red-brown soil mixed with pieces of pottery (Fig.23) 
and nodules of baked clay. Underneath the nibble a prominent rod layer of fine sandy soil was found 
with a fine sooty Mack layer directly on top of the floor. The floors were hard baked and varied in 
colour from grey-brown to brick-red and Mack, lust above the floor potsherds r.ere found in cluster* 
which could be reconstructed into complete vessels (fig. 21,23).
R a  low daga wall partitioned off the rear part of the hut (fig.17,18). When excavated, these interior 
walls clearly extended inwards towards the centre and then curved backwards leaving a gap of about

2 8 2 6  D B  10
HUT A 6 e 2
A 7 o 3
2826DB10: Hut A6e2.
Plan and profile of squares.
A / a 2 A 6 « 2
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Fig. 18 2826DB10: Hut A6e2, Plan and profile.
45cm between the two ends. The original height of the partition is unknown but it still measured up to
18cm ebove the floor level The daga walls were built in layers and the ends were neatly rounded. A
have been reached during the fire, for even these dividing walls wereconsiderable temperature 
baked hard.
Flat stones were located all around the periphery, as if forming a foundation (Fig.18) It was expected 
that the contact between tie  wall and the floor would form a rim demarcating the limits of the hut 
interior, but nothing except the stone ring was found. It is therefore not clear whether the stones were
H iinside the hut circle but, considering the total extent, this seems to be the case.
K .  : H  mSere "'I flat slabs of stone, set into the surface and extending away frcm the stones on the periphery, 
form a threshold and indicate the entrance to the hut (Fig.19). A groove for a sliding door continued
over several stones, at a right angle, bisecting the cntrao v
A fire place (A7a4) was found to the right of the entrance of hut A6c2. Flat stones formed the base and 
one round fire stone was stF H  (Fig.20).
Some of the structures (BSc*, t  *3) could not be deciphered. They were clearly made from reed and
grass with daga plaster (Fig. 22) but no floors could be found, nor an indication of a stone circle, 
entrance paving or other remains.
W M s m m m
MIDDENS
Middens were located outside the immediate limits of the stone-built area. According to the visible 
pattern it was expected that huts would be found in association with the middens on the northern and 
eastern sides. Despite extensive excavations in the vicinity of these middens and lower grinding stones, 
however, no huts could be located.
A total of twenty-four squares were dug into at least eight separate middens. Deposits varied in depth
from a few centimeters to more than 0,50m in one example (Fig.24,25).
Fig. 19 28261)8 10 lut A6e2
Fig. 20 2826DB10: Fire place. A7a4
i
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Fig. 21 2826DB 10: HutA6;5, Plan.
________
Fig. 22 2826DB 10: Baked clay with reed
and grass impressions.
Fig. 23 2826DB 10: Hut A6c5, broken pot B6c1 / I
Fig. 24 2826D810: Midden 1, Profile.
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STONE ENCLOSURES
: ,v
m
Seven smaller stone enclosures measured between 2,4m and 3,2m diameter. Three of these produced 
remnants of smeared daga floors. Structure E4a3 had an oval plan. The wall, with an average height of 
1,24m, slanted inwards (Fig.26). The interior was filled with a thick layer (49cm) of sicncs and soil. 
Although a considerable amount of loose stones were found on the inside, the building cannot be 
accepted as a corbelled hut, as it was clear that the stones came from the top of the wall and the 
number appears insufficient to roof the entire enclosure. The smeared daga Seer abutted against the 
wall This structure did not produce much cultural material
Stone enclosure B6e4 had a 2,4m diameter with walls up to 50cm high. The floor was very neat and 
hard (FigJZT). Inside %e structure an ashy layer of about 20cm was removed from the floor, producing 
over 1500 potsherds. This structure was probat ly used as a dumping place.
A stone heap J6c3, with measurements of 2,60m a 1,50m, produced two potsherds and nine pieces of 
bone. I
STONE STRUCTURES
A stone structure A6b5, (Fig28), was fouud behind hut A6c2 and was probably in association. The 
structure consisted of upright stones about 10-15cm above tie  soil surface, forming an oval plan of 
1/i x 1,3m. One third of the deposit was excavated. No material was viable on the surface but 74 
pieces of pottery (two were decorated), bone, shell and ochre were r sccvcred. No paving was found on 
the iss. ie and I believe therefore, that it could not have been a stand for either a grain basket (sesiu) or 
clay grain bin 'sefala), as described by Maggs (1976:134) and Ashton (1967:160). The function remains
CATTLE BYkiS
Test pits were dug against the walls (FigJS) of the larger stone enclosures to verify their contents. Soil 
analyses done by the Department of Pedology, U.O.F5% compared soil samples from inside and
■mmvwmman*  rirnmMm
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Fig. 25 2626DB 10: Midden 10. Profile.
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Fig. 26 2826DB10: Hut E4a3. Schematic profile. ■
Fig. 27 2826DB 10: Stone enclosure B6a4 with smeared daga floor.
Fig. 28 28263B 10: Stone structure A6b5
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outride the supposed cattle byviF at 2826DB 10. From these results, which revealwt a comparatively 
high content of phosphorus, calcium, magnesium and other minerals and very low electrical resistance 
in the sample from inside the enclosure, the larger stone-walled enclosures were cattle byres (Prof A. 
Bennie, report on file). A higL phosphate content in soil is also ascribed by Maggs (1971:61) and
I '
cys (1972:100) to the penning of stock in the area.
Soil samples were submitted for pollen analysis but nothing exceptional was found. The pollen 
concentration in the soil samples was low, and the sediment type and local conditions are not suitable 
for pollen preservation making any inferences speculative (Dr Louis Scott, per*, comm.).
Cattle byres with floor levels below the i j  surface, the result of the constant removal of dung 
for fuel over a period of time, appear to be quite a common characteristic of Later Iron Age sites 
(Maggs 1976,1962; Loubser 1981:160, Pistorius 1984:177). At Doornpoort only a single occurrence was 
found at 2826DB 10. The primary enclosure, D5e2, is about 4m in diameter and has a floor level visibly 
below the surface outside. This feature was also observed at tm  sites near Hcilbion, on the farm 
Palmictspruit 144 (Maggs 197635) near the Rcnostcr Rivrr and, although not mentioned by Van Rid
m
Lowe (1927), at Vcchtkop, near Heilbron.
The central open area between the cattle kraals at 2826DB 10 revealed no visible indication of any 
activity (cf. Pistorius 1984:88). Four 1m squares were dug at intervals to investigate the area. The
, f - . 3 T ■ IH  v: ; M
surface cover consisted of grass and individual loose stones. The deposit was removed ia 5cm ari'itrary 
spits. After the usual top soil, the second layer produced hard granular black clay nodule . The squares 
(F5c5f6b5JF7c3,F7c5) yielded 24 pieces of pottery, three bone fragments, one freshwater mussel shell 
one round lead ball
THE FINDS
POTTERY
A total o f28 441 potsherds were recovered of which 1858 (6,5%) Of all the decorated
sherds 927 (49,9%) were linger decorated and 589 (31,7%) were done with either an instrument or
M  --------- -
Flfl. 29 2826DB 1 0 :1  Construction of stone-wall in H7a3.
stylus. Of these, 342 (18,4%) sherds showed ochre burnish. Undecorated rimsherds amounted to 319. 
Ten per cent of all decorated sherds displayed comb-stamped decoration, mostly combined with ochre 
burnish. A number of vessels could be restored. Ail the different types and modes of decoration are 
represented B Excavation 10 (figJO-37). Vessel shapes include the whole spectrum and sherds 
representing flat and round bases were found (FigJS). lags, bosses and knobs are shown in figure 38.
Two fragments of bowl-like vessels, 6-8cm diameter were recovered (J10bl,A6b4). They were coarsely
made and fired. The purpose of these vessels is unknown but could be the same as other complete cup-
like vessels recovered from the interior of hut A6e2 (FigJS), or could represent model pots as 
described by Maggs (1976:106). Fragments of at least five objects in this category were found. Three 
pointed day objects (Pig39) ranging in length from 3-5cm arc accepted as ladle or spoon handles. One 
was collected on the surface by a visitor and the others were retrieved from hut AticS and midden L7b3.
Fragments of two ladle bowk were recovered from middens A6b4 (Fig.39) and E10a5 and a third large 
c *  (A7.2/14) we* froe a h *  (Fif.40). I  |
Two pieces of the horns of cattle figurines (FigJ9) were found in midden E2dl. The pieces were less 
than 2cm long and were dearly from different figurines. Nothing concerning the size and cha.-ote.ristics
of the figurines could be derived from the remnants.
STONE OBJECTS
Lower grindstones were relatively flat with a slight oval hollow along the long ads of the stone (FTgJ). 
Small pit marks occurred in some cases while others were fairly smooth. Six lower grindstones were 
found on the surface, of which one came from near the midden in D9cl. Three grindstones were found 
in the eastern area between the stone walk and midden L7a4, and two broken ones were in situ near 
the outside fireplace of hut A6e2 (Fig. 18).
Six upper grindstone, were recovered, with an average weight of 0,65kg. Three were multi-faceted of 
which only one was ochre A lt-------------------------^  ,  relatively fla — ^ ........   -m...
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size of all the specimens indicated that they were used in a single-hand action. Of the total, one came 
from a midden (MTbl), one was associated with a lower grindstone (J7c4), two came from hut A6c5 
and one each from A6c2 and A7a2, which were the remnants of huts.
1 1 1  im
A total of forty one Late Stone Age Oakes and scrapers were retrieved bczi the teltlement. Of these, 
eight end-scrapen and one side-scraper had secondary retouch (Fig.40). The largest number (15) came
-■ 8  S
from trenches H10a3 and JlOal, near a concentration of burnt daga. Another ten flakes were found in 
1  the big midden near the huts in the west. The material was mainly chalcedony, agate, chert and vein 
quartz from the Drakensberg basalts, collected from the gravels of the Vet River (J.C, Loock, Dept, of 
Geology, U.OJFS. Pen. comm.).
A piece of sandstone with grooves on opposite surfaces was recovered from midden M?ol (Fig.40).
Objects like these are usually associated with bone points or ostrich eggshell beads (Evers 1962:27;
Stow 1905:66; Maggs 1980a: 13 ;^ Humphreys 1972:120).
JMR.., RMH ■ ■  WBSB Jm
. cluster of quarts crystals (3cm long, lO^ Sg) with a hexagonal hole was recovered from square A6d4. 
The hole is probably natural and the crystals could have been worn as a pendant (Fig.40).
Red ochre was found m abundance. It usually took the form of flakes of weathered shale with high 
contents of ferric iron. The greatest amount came from the midden* but it was also recovered from 
every other excavated feature in the settlement unit A small piece (2^g) of ilmcnitc was fou/ol in hut
Small pieces of sandstone retrieved from square H9d4 (a daga patch in N-E corner) resembled 
crucibles (FigAO). The outer and inner surfaces of the rims were vitrified. Several fragments were 
analysed by the Geology Department, U.OJ'S. The chemical analyses produced a copper content at a
. >  • -  .
' J” - ■ i
ratio of 161 parts/million and 61 p/m for two samples (Dr W. van Act Wcslhuizen, Dept, of Geology, 
U.O.FS. pen. comm.). It is therefore likely that the crucibles were used in copper smelting.
mmmrn
El0a5
A7a2/14
Hg. 40 282606 10: Pottery and stone.
METAL
Metal items were relatively rare. A total of seven pieces was recovered from the whole settlement unit. 
Two fragments from A7a2 were semi-circular bands and resembled pieces of a bangle. Three 
specimens (G10e3, A7&2/20, A6e2) were awi-ULc items, tvo of which had a knob on one en 1 and 
tapered towards the other. These awls were highly corroded and flakes came off at the slightest 
contact. Another item (B5c2) resembled the sharp end <v i  metal point which had been broken off. An 
Lem from A6d5 has an eye formed by curling back t!,- end .< the tang, and could have been worn on a
cord. An object which looked like the broken shaft of a hoc vas found in aqua, a A6b4 (Fig.41).
.
An unfired lead musket ball of 19mm diameter (about 13 bore) was recovered from square F6b5 in the
H I  ' ^ l  H  m .open area between the cattle enclosures. This item probably post-doles the Iron Age occupation,
m
although muzzle loader muskets were in use in southern Africa since the early seventeenth century 
(Latcgan 1962:75).
^ ' o ;  F  - ' '  - _' : -  - i
BONE AND SHELL OBJECTS 
Bone tools were relatively plentiful and were made of splinters of hone, some of which snow the porous 
bone core. Several kinds of bone tools can be distinguished. Three scrapers were made from splits of 
bone nearly 7cm long. Working edges u tre eithc* on the narrow point or along the sides. One scraper 
came from the Wg midden in the south (A6d4) and two were found outside stone hut B9bl. In hut
A6e3 two objects were found which have a spatulate appearance. These are rather short (between 2^-IBiwFvraSSBIBSyBa
3*5an) with a broad flat end sharpened from both sicks. One has a sharp point at the other end 
(Fig.41).
Five blunt-pointed bone oly-cts, between 4-5^cm long, made from split ribs, were found mostly in 
middens or the northern side of the settlement unit (L7b4, MTbl) (Fig.41). Their purpose is unknown.
Bone points can be divided into two categories. Double-ended points vary from 5-7cm in length. The 
bene is > tty polished and the objects resemble projectile points. Two points were retrieved from hut
Fig- 41 2826DB10; Iron, bone and shell.
A6c3 in the south and a midden H2el to the east, respectively. Single-ended points vary from ly i& m  
in ifngtk but some have been broken. The points are sharpened into a slender polished end. Out of a 
total of eight, two each from midden A6d4 and hut A5c3 in the south. Midden E2dl in the west 
also produced two and so did M7bl and L7b4, a midden north of the settlement (Fig.41).
A total of 276 fragments of ostrich eggshell were recovered, mainly in the middens but also in the 
tmuiUr structures and huts. The shell was clearly used for the manufacture of beads; several 
rounded pieces lacked a note in the centre. The dismctcrs of twenty-five ostrich eggshell beads varied
Freshwater mussel shells, Unio coffer, were found in abundance. Broken pieces were retrieved mainly 
from the middens, and a complete bowl from inside hut A6e2 was filled with them.
m
Most shells on the site were broken into small flake-like1 -1 others appear to have been used
as scrapers. Not a specimen was found with a perforation or any other indication that they were
2826 DB II
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2826DB 11
LOCATION AND GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
This KMkmeM unit (28°36,37*S. 26°58tl ,E ) k situated 300m due east of 2826DB 10 at the same 
altitude, abo facing cast (Fig3). It consists of five large cattle byres and seven small stone structures 
covering an area of about 100m diameter (Fig.42). Three patches of burnt daga were located on the 
southern outskirts and one towards the centre of the settlement unit. No secondary walling was 
I but wall robbing occurred during a later occupation of the site (c. 1900), when rectangular
i were erected. An outcrop of vitrified slag v *a noticed near the central patch of burnt daga.
'
i appeared or the surface and one (67) partially overlapped the slag.
FEATURES 
HUTS
B a
Hut FS (Fig.43), situated near the slag concentration and midden B7 in the centre of the complex, was
v ■ v" 'a5;‘ H ' . A  a a
marhed by a nAMc area about 33*4m containing two large lower grindstones. The precise dimenriors
El N#
of the hut could, however, not be r.sccrtaincd as no cleat border could be found in square G5. A solid 
floor and dividing walls as described for hut A6c2 were found (Kg.44). The etdranee was indicated by r 
row of stones planted upright on the perimeter of the hut A circular day structure (F5/1), about 36cm 
in diameter (Fig.45), stood on the floor just to the side of the opening in the dividing wall The
modelled out of the Boor. Impressions of plaited grass rope were visible in the 1
I hard baked day. It was too small for a f t*  place and so it may have been a support for some sort of
vessel Burnt reed was found in situ in square E4 (Ftg.46), with the floor butting up against the reeds
t r o - k " - ' -  .w  m a J m a r . • :  ? - v -  z  g '
E l
from the inside. This shows that the framework was formed by a single row of reeds supporting the
2826 DB 11
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Fig. 44 2826DB11: Hut F5, showing dividing wall and moulded clay feature F5/1.
Fig. 45 2826DB 11: Moulded day feature F5/1.
Because there were two separate rows of entrance stones and a clay rim well inside the outer perimeter 
of the clay concentration, the huts appear to have been built on approximately the same location as a 
previous hut or rebuilt with minor shifts (Fig.43).
Stone paving occurs just outside the rim of the hut floor and to the right of the entrance stones. 
Potsherds were found scattered over these stones. Several broken vessels lay outside the perimeter of 
the hut in square E4.
Hut D7 was the biggest of the three rubble patches and was located to the south of the unit and nearest 
to the stone structures (Fig.47). This hut had a prominent outer margin which could be followed for 
almost the entire circumference. One part of the dividing wall was still intact and a slight discolouration 
on the floor indicated the position of the other. In approximately the same location as the clay feature 
(F5/1) in the preceding hut, four stones were found planted into the floor, forming a rectangle (C7/8) 
about 30cm in diameter. This may have been the support for some container as in hut F5 (Fig.48).
A low ridge of clay was found on the floor in square D7, from which the floor level sloped downwards 
towards the wall and the entrance, forming a gully along the wall (Fig.49). Burnt pieces of reed were 
found in situ in the wall in square C8.
The cr trance of the hut was also indicated by upright stones on the periphery. Flat stones were set into
mc" face, a little distance away, opposite the opening in the dividing wall (Fig.47).
The hut produced a number of pottery concentrations, as if vessels were broken on the floor. A
■  I
concentration of potsherds was also found outside the hut to the left of the enuance, where the 
remnants of several storage jars (D7/4, D7/5, D7/6) were uncovered at a lower level, almost as if they
I- A - M  m *3had been sunk into the surface for stability.
The remaining huts E10 and C15 were not of the same dimensions and structure as the previous ones. 
In E10 the vague remnants of a floor were noticed in the centre but the exact measurements of the hi t
W W W -'
could not be determined. About 70 potsherds were retrieved from the hut rubble. At hut CIS (FigJSO),
Fig. 46 2826DB 11: Hut E4, burnt reed in situ.
Fig. 48 2826DB 11: Hut D7, stone support C7/8.
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Fig. 4 7  2 8 2 6 0 b  11: Hut 0 7 , Plan.
a thick layer of debris was sepaiated from a concentration of potsherds on the outside, inside a 
fragmentary daga Boor indicated the hut had a diameter of about 2,70m. Nodules of molten wall clay 
on the floor suggest very high temperatures were reached when the hut burnt down. A broken 
lower grindstone (D16/6) was located just outside the hut (FigJl).
THE MIDDEN
A concentration of pottery was located about 40m east of the settlement (Fig.42). A 1m square was
.
excavated to investigate this feature (E). About 69 pieces of pottery were found, of which only three 
were decorated. One exceptional fragment displayed a narrow spout (FigJS).
Midden B7 was investigated to ascertain its association with the adjoining slag. The total deposit was
.
excavated as a single component since no indication of a stratigraphic division was found. The midden 
was relatively rich in material and produced samples of pottery, bone, shell, ochre and fragments of 
ostrich eggshell and beads. Some of this material had eroded on top of the concentration of slag.
SLAG
The vacuum cleaner proved ideal for removing all the top soil and cleaning up the slag deposit. This 
slag was vitrified, with a spongy texture and blue-green glazing. The chunks resemble cinders and are 
very light in mass (cf. Friede cLal 1981).
The concentration of slag spilled over a circle of stones about 1,30m in diameter. About one third of 
the slag war removed to investigate the stone feature. It. was found to be a complete paved circle 
(FigJ9). Three other circles, two with slag on top, were found nearby. Their diameters were 0,96m, 
0,85m and 1,40m. No ore associated with smelting or forging could be found.
Samples of the slag from 2826DB 11 were submitted to Iscor, Pretoria, and to Prof. NJ. van der 
Merwe at the University of Cape Town. These results and other analyses arc compared in figure 60. A 
distinctive feature of the Dooropoort slag is the high content of silicon (SiOg) and low iron (FcO) 
which seem to refute metal-working (Fig.60). The results given by Butterworth (1979) for ashed kraal
2826DB 11: Hut D7, floor edge showing gully along the wall.
Fig. 51 2826DB 11: Broken lower grinding stone D16/6.
30
dung suggests that organic material was the source of I he slag at Doompoort (cf. Fricdc ct.al. 1981:39). 
If this is true, a stack of dung could have burnt down.
STONE ENCLOSURES
Five 1m test squares were dug inside the largest (20m) stone structure. The squares were chosen at 
four opposite localities next to the wall and one towards the centre. The deposit varied from 12-45cm in 
depth depending on the slope of I he surface. The deposit consisted of humus clay and lacked cultural 
or other material The larger enclosures were clearly built as cattle byres and the dung had probably 
been removed for fuel
THE FINDS
POTTERY
Out of a total of 17 141 retrieved potsherds, 925 (5,4%) were decorated. Of these 509 pieces (55%) 
were finger decorated as opposed to 380 (41,8%) comb-stamped and stylus decorated. A hundred and 
two undecorated rim pieces were found and 36 pieces (3,9%) were ochre burnished. The pottery 
assemblage includes comb-stamped/ochre burnished vessels with small openings and upright necks, 
large jars with finger pinched decoration, open bowk and small cups (Figs52-57). E
A day figurine, D16/1Q, which measured 20 x 15mm in length and height respectively, war found in hut 
C15. The figurine resembles the generally known domestic type of cattle and displays four legs, a short
— M W i a r  # # #  i :  [  m I S S T T 7" a
tail and a neck, bmt the head is missing. The hut also produced a ladle/spoon handle 3cm long;
decorated with stylus incisions. A broken figurine was found in mi
Two lugs came from Squares F5 and D7 (FigJS).
dden B7 but could not be identified.
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Rg. 52 2826DB 11: Pottery.
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Fig. 53 2926DB 11: Pottery.
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Fig. 58 2826DB 11: Small finds.
Fig. 59 2826DB 11: Slag con tx . .;;atlca C7.
Fig. 60 Slag analyses
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STONES
B  'v  ^ H ' iOnly seventeen fragments of red ochre were retrieve'* from hut D7 and from the midden B7.
I
Lower grindstones were found in association with huts F5 (E5/1, E5/2) and U7 (C8/7) behind the 
divid’ng wall, and in front of hut CIS (C15/1, C15/2). Upper grindstones were found in context with 
the huts. These specimens were plotted on the plan drawings.
were
BONE AND SHELL
Artefacts of bone were totally absent from this settlement unit. Freshwater mussel shell, however,
H ' #  f f i
occurred in midden B7, hut C7 and to a lesser extent in hut E10. Two fragments of ostrich eggshell 
from the midden, and about forty pieces (C8/12) were found at the back of hut D7,
blackened by fire. Only two ostrich eggshell beads were retrieved from the midden.
2826DB 12
Another midden was situated 150m north of 2826DB 10, about half-way down the ridge on the west 
facing elope (Fig3). On the surface the deposit seemed to be verv rich and relatively undisturbed. A 
single 3m square was excavated in 10cm spits to establish the nature of the contents since it appeared 
to be the best representation of the cluster at the foot of the scarp. The deposit was only about 30cm 
deep.
Of a total of 326 potsherds, 38 (11,7%) were decorated. Of these 52,6 per cent were finger decorated as 
opposed to 42,1 per cent decorated either by comb or stylus. Only four undecorated rims were 
recovered (Fig, 61). No pottery with ochre burnish was found. The midden also produced 106 pieces of 
freshwater mussel shell, three fragments of ostrich eggshell and four beads. Other than three splinters 
of worked bone (Fig.60), bone tools were totally absent. One whetting stone (13x8cm) with grinding 
markr on both sides and a single vitrified nodule were the final objects in the midden.
Fig. 61 28260812: Pottery.
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Fig. 62 2826DB 13: Sits plan showing excavated areas.
2826DB13
LOCATION AND GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
The settlement unit 2826DB 13 (78° 36’48* S. 26° 5743" E.) lies about 50m west of 2826DB 10 and 
somewhat higher up the slope (Fig3). It consists of two large cattle byres (>15m diameter), seven 
smalL. stock enclosures, measuring between 5 and 10m diameter, and small stone-walled enclosures 
between 1,5 and 4m diameter (Figi>2).
i n i t i a l l y  % very dense concentration of potsherds was noticed at the site. These were collected and two 
huts, D6 and J18, and the only visible midden, 023, were excavated.
r
FEATURES
HUTS
Patches of baked clay were found in squares Xb, D6, F15 and J18. The whole settlement lies on a slope 
and the huts above the stone walls were all embraced by a semi-circular stone wall on the upper side. 
This feature was probably a local development for protection against flood water and mountain nibble
I " - #  W |  a  : I
flinhlng downhill during thunderstorms.
Hut J18 was excavated adjacent to the surface collection of pottery in block A (Fig.63). The rim of the 
floor could be followed through squares J18.118 and 117 and corresponded with the area covered by 
the burnt dag*. The pottery collected from the surface came from an area outside the hut and just to 
the right hand side of the entrance. Stones lihowing a polished groove were found in line with the rest 
of the hut. A broken lower grindstone overlapped part of the entrance and another lower grindstone 
lay to the right. The floor of this hut iwtmd a hard-baked smeared surface and was recognized by a 
level with potsherds and other objects. A day vessel (J18/33) has been sunk into the floor about 35cm 
from the wall rim. A charcoal concentration was found in square 118, near the entrance of the hut. It
proved to be only 18mm deep and may Lave been part of the door,
2 8 2 b  D R  1 3
Fig. 63 2626DB13: Hut J18, Plan and profile.
282*rB 13
Fig. 64 282608 13: Hut 06. Plan.
Four nodules of slag were retrieved from near the centre of hut J18. The origin of this slag is unknown, 
but it may be derived from burnt thatch.
Test block A yielded over 4000 potsherds (219 rim and decorated pieces). One vessel was sunk into the 
soil, and so it was decided to investigate the whole area more closely. (Fig.62).
Hut D6 was excavated to learn more about the huts within the protective semi-circular stone wall. A 
pocket of ash and potsherds were found in the centre of the floor, and a flat stone (D7/1) occurred on 
the floor edge (Fig£4). The floor could only be followed for short distances, and the living area was 
determined from the level which had concentrations of potsherds and stone objects. A stone (E7/3) 
showed a polished groove usually associated with a sliding doer. This stone looked out of line with the 
rest of the hut rubble and could have been disturbed. A lower grindstone E7/4 was found near the 
s-iding door groove. There were several concentrations of pottery underneath the burnt daga and 
mixed with the hut rubble. Patches of broken pottery were also found outside the hut.
MIDDEN
The only visible midden in association with this settlement unit was sampled in square G23 (Fig.62). It 
was located up slope, behind the stone walls and huts, and was spread out and compacted into a very 
shallow deposit. A total of 185 body sherds and eight rim or decorated potsherds were recovered.
v i i 8  #
Freshwater mussel shell and nirx pieces of ochre were also found.
THE FINDS 
POTTERY
Out of a total of 12 512 potsherds, 909 (7,3%) were decorated. Finger decorations were found on 490 
pieces (53^%) and 310 (34,1%) of the decorated sherds were either comb-stamped or stylus incised. 
Ochre burnish amounted to 109 pieces (12%) and 132 rim pieces were undecorated.
Many of the potsherds, collected as separate features, could be reconstructed into nearly complete 
vessels. The pottery assemblage contains a wide variety of comb-stamped and stylus incised decorations
♦ c o c c e  c c t c c c ^ c  © ©i
Fig. 65 282CDB13: Pottery.
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Fig. 66 2826DB13: Pottery

JIB/19
Fig. 69 2826DB 13: Stone and iron.
Fig. 70 2826DR13: Reconstructed lower grinding stone
Square J lft
on open bowls, and large and small ceramic vessels (Fig.65-68). Several smaller pots displayed lugs 
(Figs.65).
STONE
Some of the brrken lower grind stones could be put together (Fig.70). The excavated areas produced 
only two upper grindstones. One came from block A and another from hut E6 (E6/3). Upper 
grindstones were scattered elsewhere on the surface of the settlement unit.
Two pieces of a sandstone crucible (Fig^9) were noticed on the surface in square Y6 (Fig.62) in 
association with hut daga, potsherds and upper grindstones. A piece of a different sandstone vessel was 
recovered from square E6 m hut D6. The rims were covered with a vitrified layer of unknown origin.
METAL
Only two pieces of iron were found during the investigation of this settlement unit. One came from 
square E7 which is part of hut D6. It is 5,7cm long, incomplete, with a round tapering tang and a thin 
Made. The other, also broken, is 7,3cm long, with a thick, round, tapering tang and a thin Made, and 
was collected from the surface of the midden in square 125 (Fig.69).
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2826DB 14
LOCATION AND GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
The sfttkn' unit 2826DB 14 is situated on the far southern corner of the farm (28°18’4’S. 
260573"E.). It is part of a complex of living units located along the ridge about 4km to the south and 
parallel to the complex containing 2826DB 10-13. The ruins continue to the south onto the 
neighbouring arm Vancouver 1712. This settlement unit f2826DB 14) on Doornpoort lies just below 
the 1400m contour, against the slope facing west (HgJ). It was clear that the lower part of the site h id 
been demolished to pave the nvarby dam wall.
The unit of a scries of large cattle byres (up to 40m diameter), some of which seemed to be
incomplete. A multitude of smaller stone structures, ranging from less than 2m to about 4m in 
diameter, arc in dose association with the larger structures. The total settlement stretches over a 
distance of nearly 250m. Several middens were spotted on the surface and patches of burnt daga 
the position of huts, especially in the area between the walls and the ridge. Two huts and a 
iJdden were excavated along with a circle of upright stones (Fig.71).
FEATURES 
HUTS
Huts 1 and 2 were situated above the stone structures against the slope. Hut 1 (G8dl) (Fig.72) was 
partly covered by soil-wash from the slope. The top soil was removed by means of the vacuum cleaner 
and hut p t ^ r  was uncovered (Fig.73). Impressions of reeds and grass were dearly visible interrupted 
at intervals of about 35-40cm by transverse lines of recda forming horizontal supports.
In squares G8cl and G8d2 the vertical rim of the hut was outlined by blue-green weathered shale 
which had been washed down from the hill The shale did not lay directly against the daga rim, being 
separated by about 6cm of organic material
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Hut G8d1. Plan.Fig. 72
Fig. 73 2826DB14: Hut G8d1, surface of baked daga.
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Fig. 74 2826DB14: Hut G7e4,
Fig. 76 2826DB 14: Clay feature, G7e5/23.
Fig. 77 2826DB 14: Hut G/e4, showing clay feature G7e5/23 and storage vessels G7e5/1 & 2.
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Fig. 78 2826DB 14: Ivory figurine. G7e5/14.
Actual size 30mm
Fig. 80 2826DB 14: Hut LI 3e3, Stone edge.
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Fig. 79 2826DB14: Hul Ll3e3, Plan and profile.
With the removal of the hut rubble a solid smeared and baked floor was uncovered about 4cm below 
the level of the soil surface outside the hut. The hut was facing down-slope with flat stones on the 
western side indicating the entrance. The hut measured 3,4m from back to front by about 3,1m. Burnt 
grass was found in squares G8d2 and G8e2. A chunk of charred wood (G8el/1) was found outside the 
hut, near the entrance. There were only scattered potsherds on top of the hut debris and outside the 
hut area.
m
The excavation of Hut 2 (Fig.74) started as an investigation of two clay vessels (G7c5/1 & G7c5/2) 
which turned out to be the bottom parts of storage jars, about 48cm diameter (Fig.75), placed into
m m .  I  |hollows in the floor towards the back of the hut. A modelled clay structure (G7c5/23) nearly square on 
the outside and circular on the inside (Fig.76) was found in the centre of the floor. This feature was 
almost certainly a fire bowl.
The perimeter of the hut was marked by a ridge of clay formed by the hard-baked floor (Fig.77) 
outlined once again by a down-wash of green shale. Ths hut measures about 4m from front to back by 
3,3m and faces down slope in a westerly direction, with the entrance indicated by flat slabs of stone set
into the surface.
An ivory figurine (G7e5/14) was found inside the hut (Pig.78). A complete clay pot (G7c5/15) and a 
flat bond (G7e5/16) could be reconstructed from sherds found in the hut.
r hunkt of charred wood (G7c5/19 6  F7a5/U) inside the hut could have been parts of stays to support
f lthe roof as described by Backhouse (1844:368). The walls of the hut were smoothed off on the outsidemm
with the i i of reeds and grass on the inside.
Hut 3 (L13c3) measured 3,9m from L *nt to back by 3Jm (Fig.79). This hut consisted of a stone-paved 
floor which was clearly bordered by a ring of upright stones (FigdK)). The stone paving did not cover 
the total area of the floor but was restricted to an area along the wall Part of the hard-baked clay floor 
was rtill intact in the centre, and remnants of burnt poles were also found in the hut (L13c3/4 &
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L13c3/5). clay with rccd and grass impressions was totally absent. Potsherds were found in
clusters on the floor and scattered nodules of s'ajr were found on the surface outside in square J13a2, 
probably originating from burnt thatch.
I
MIDDENS
Midden 1 was located at the foot of the slope on the northern perimeter of the settlement, way from 
the stone-walls and hut remains (Fig.71). The outer limit of the midden was not dear on the surface, 
and so two squares, G14a4 and H14e5, were excavated towards the centre. The deposit was removed in 
two 5cm arbitrary spits and proved to be very rich in finds. Pottery, bone, ostrich eggshell beads and 
mussel shell were recovered and two ladle/spoon handles were also found. In the second layer finds
dec eased towards the lower part
u.
Midden 2 was tested in squares »13cl and I13d2 somewhat higher up the slope, still on .he northern
 9 _______  8  . . .  , ,border of the site but nearer to stone-walled enclosures (Fig.71). The midden contained ostrich 
eggshell beads, ochre, mussel shell, bone, pottery and one copper earring (Fig.85).
Midden 3 contained 1  p o t* » U  in iqinfe G7-0 A Urge loner grinditone (F«d6) entered the tint
^  ::M  B % S :i'
and neck of the vessel (G7d3/1) (Fqp87). The vessel had been placed in a hole in the midden filled
- " ■  with weathered shale (Plg58-89). A large sherd 0(G7d3/2) had been placed on top of the burial pot
The pot contained a human inf a t. skeleton (Flg.90). Pot burials are known to h r*  been part of the
customs of the Sotho peo|des occupying the central highvcH (Ashton 1967:104; Maggs 1976:136; 
Hotnild 1930:42; Laidler 1936).
'^11' '.y.'S/
These middens did not produce bone points nor | i beads.
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THE FINDS
POTTERY
The vessels were finely made and the decorated specimens testified care and skill. A total of 9 066 
potsherds were recovered. Of these 710 (73%) were decorated, with 329 (46,3%) finger decorations, 
129 (183%) comb-stamped and stylus decorated. Ochre burnish amounted to 252 pieces (35,5%) and 
120 rim sherds. Only six of these vessels could be reconstructed to ascertain their
complete shapes and sizes (Figs31-84).
Two tapering clay ladle ot spoon handles (3 & 5cm in length) were found in squares G14a4 and H14e5 
(Midden 1). A third (4,5cm long) was found in Hut 2 in square F7a4. Another spoon-like object came
from Midden 2 (I13cl).
A piece of clay cattle horn was excavated in square G14a4. Three pieces of a single object, with red 
colouring and finger-pinched (Lcoration, came from the three different middens (G7d2,H14c5,I13cl).
■ H
Two ot the pieces fit together (Fig35).
From midden 3 (G7d2) came a fragment resembling the hump of a cattle figurine. Anotler fragment, 
displaying a humped curve and a little knob, was found in Hut 2 (F7a5). It has two very \ 
holes bekm  the hump (Fig35)
of fieshwaler mussel shell were retrieved from all the middens and a relatively Ur
number were found at the back of Hut 2 in square G7c5 m 3
fragments with pdkhMl edges from scraping were found in Middens 1 (H14c5), 2 (H3cl) and 3 
(G7d2). No bone points were found but a sharpened splinter came from Midden 3. Two long (8cm)
spatulate bone objects were excs##d in Midden 2 (I13el).
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Fig. 81 2826DB14: Pottery.
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Fig. 83 2826D814: Pottery.
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Fig. 84 2826DB 14: Pottery.

Fig. 86 2826DB 14: Lower grinding stone on top of Pot burial. G7d3/1
Fig. 87 2826DB 14: Pot burial. G7d3/!, stone lifted
2826 DB 14
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p o l t h a r d t
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88 2826DB14: Pol burial, G7d3/1. plan and profile.
Fig. 89 2826DB 14: Pot burial, G7d3/1 (excavated)
Fig. 90 2826DB 14: Pot burial, G7d3/1
The ivory animal figurine from Hut 2 had broken in half where a vertical hole was drilled through the 
ramp. The figurine is 30mm long and about 11mm high with four legs and a short tail. It is decorated 
along the sides and on the back with litdc engraved circles. The decoration is indistinct on one side, 
suggesting that the figurine was worn as a pendant (Fig.78).
METAL ITEMS
An object made of copper wire, 10,5cm long, was found in Midden 2 (I13d2). The wire has a knob at 
one end »nd a curled hook at the other (Fig#). It could have been v copper earring. No iron objects 
were retrieved from this part of the site.
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2826DB 15
This settlement unit is situated (28°36,43*S. 26°58,9,E.) about 500m south of 2826DB 11 (Fig3) It lies 
20-3Cm lower than 2826DB 11, on a slight slope, facing west.
This settlement comprised one central cattle byre of about 28,4m diameter with 10 smaller associated 
stone-walled structures, ranging in diameter from 2^-5,5m, all within an area of about 50m radius 
(Fig.91).
No less than niglitflen patches of burnt daga around the periphery made this settlement unit 
rxffptiorial It was therefore decided to survey the whole unit, but it could not be excavated due to a 
lack of time.
As with 2876DB 11, this settlement unit was also part of the later (c 1900) occupation. Circular 
structures had been demolished to build rectangular single roomed dwellings. One large midden 
contained wire, nails and other objects on the surface.
'aved Boers of 2-3m diameter were found adjacent to hut rubble. Two middens, producing potsherds 
and bone fragments on the surface, dearly date to the earlier occupation. One occurrence of slag and 
several lower grindstones were found. The plan of this unit was uicd for the artist’s reconstruction of 
this settlement type (Fig.109).
i s
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6. DISCUSSION
Three charcoal samples from Doom poo it were radiocarbon dated by Dr J.C. Vogel of the C.S.I.R. 
Pta - 4166 2826DB 10 90 ± 45S
Midden L7b4
2826DB 14 
Lurnt pole in hut G7c5
2826DB 11 
Carbonized reeds in hut F5
160 ± 45
240 ± 45
These results were calibrated according to the Stuiver and Pearson (1986, Pearson 1987) time scale. 
The calibrated dates range between 1660-1820 A.D. (Fig.92}. A prc-Difaqanc date for the site could, 
therefore, be possible. No imported goods, including gla»s beads, were found to support the 
chronology. Dates are from the upper units only and there are no cge criteria for comparing the 
settlements below the scarp with those on top. The lower part was either contemporary or earlier than 
the settlements on top.
Considering the dates obtained by Maggs (1976), Doornpoort seems well within the range of similar 
settlements, such as Caledon Valley (OND2, c.1650), Type V fOOl, Zone D, 17th century) and 'i'ypc 2. 
(OXF1,17-18th century). From further afield Doornpoort fits in favourably with Sdonskraal (17-18th
century) and BuSfelshoek (17-18th century) (Fig.93).
%   ____
Although no seeds or other evidence of cultivated crops were found cn the site, the presence of large 
oval lower grinding stones (malaria), indicate grain cultivation as a means of economic support. These 
grindstones are like those used to grind maize (Walton 1953b:37; Maggs 1982:112), but no evidence to 
support this could be found in the poller (Dr Louis Scott uers. cowm.). It is lot dear if we are dealing 
with an occupation within the maize period or not
:
Hnrnl Pale 
2626 0614 
0 7 . . / 1 .
Fig. 92 Calibrated dates.

The general impression of the Doornpoort site remains one of violence and destruction. The huts have 
been destroyed, while pottery and other utensils were left in position and lower grinding stones were 
broken in situ, (cf. Humphreys 1972:120). It is not clear if this destruction was part of a large movement 
of unrest and devastation, or just part of "quite normal inter-Sotho conflicts" (Cobbing 1984:10) as 
reported by Lye (1969:44-45). Seen as a whole, the indications of devastation appear to point to a larger 
scale of unrest.
Compared with the sites investigated by Humphreys (1972) and Maggs (1976), there is a marked lack 
of metal objects from Doornpoort. Only a few pieces of iron and some copper earrings were recovered 
(cf. White ct a l n d ). No trace of iron smelting has so far been found in the Free State (Maggs 
1976:315). Ornaments, hoes and weapons must have been obtained oy trade (Casaiis 1861:169). Not 
much is known about trade routes in the Orange Free State, but paths existed between Sotho and Zulu 
country (Wilson & Thompson 1969:152). If the sandstone crucibles were used for rcmclticg copper, it 
seems likely ‘hat the earrings were produced locally (Maggs 1976:110,321).
POTTERY
Pottery was found in abundance on the site, concentrated in association with bv's, both inside and 
outside, and in middens. From the sherds we were able to reconstruct vessels, of which some arc 
almost complete. The majority of sherds are undecoratcd and likewise a large number of the vessels.
The decorated pottery falls into two distinct categories. The first can be described as finger-decorated, 
and includes a variety of feature: created by finger-pinching and finger-nail and finger-tip impressions. 
Several examples occur where the entire surface of the vessel is covered by impressions. Another 
prominent feature is the application of finger-pinching on the rim, or just below, oA»n on applied 
bands. Finger-pinching also occurs in vertical, parallel rows "forming corrugations", cowing the body 
of the vessel almost down to the base (cf. Maggs 1976:100,188). The second category encompasses 
decoration applied with a tool and includes comb-stamping, rim notching, and stylus impressions. At 
Doornpoort, ochre burnish is never combined with finger decoration, as found by Maggs (1976:222) at
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OND2, but usually occurs in combination with comb- stamping and incisions. The walls of vessels with a 
combination of comb-stamping and ochre-burnish tend to be thinner and more finely made. Ochre is 
applied on the outside of vessels and sometimes on the inside as far as the first finger-joint can reach 
below the rim.
A wide range of miscellaneous rim and body impressions are present. Protrusions in the form of cusps, 
lug-i and bosses are found. The information on the shape of the vessels is not conclusive due to the 
fragmentary state of the pottery, but wares occur in a wide range of sizes and shapes ranging from 
spherical and sub-spherical pots, to barrel-shapcs and open bowls. There was, however, a tendency to 
combine certain shapes with specific other attributes, especially the type of decoration. Comb- 
stamping, for ln«*»nw»l is limited to a restricted range of vessel shapes which includes large spherical 
pots and smaller bowls. The spherical pots have small openings with upright necks.
The spectrum of bases includes round, fiat and foot rings. Rim profiles arc simple and can be 
considered to be undiagnostic. Profiles include rounded, flattened and pointed rims. For comparison
with Maggs (1976) it is necessary to refer to the incidence of finger, comb-stamped and stylus
decorated pottery (Fig.
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Out of a total of 73 746 potsherds, 4857 (6,6c,j) were decorated. Of these 2465 (50,8%) were finger 
decorated and 1563 (32^%) showed comb-stamping and stylus incisions. Red ochre burnish was found 
on 829 (17,7%) sherds. A total of 792 rim pieces were undxorated. On average 8,7 per cent of the 
sherds were decorated, of v/hich 59 per cent were finger decorated, 38,8 per cent comb-stamped and 
stylus incised, and 18,9 per cent ochre burnished.
The decoration modes of the different settlement units on the site were similar (Fig.94). Excavations 
11, 13 and 14 ha t  finger-decorations of over 50 per cent, with Excavation 10 at 49 per cent. On the 
other hand Excavations 11 and 12 have over 40 per cent of comb-stamping/stylus decorations, while at 
Excavation 14,35 per cent of the fragments were ochre burnished. Undccoratcd rims amounted to 319 
at Excavation 10.
Pottery decoration is an important characteristic of the culture history sequence of our area. Maggs’ 
division of Later Iron Age settlement patterns is correlated with pottery assemblages (1976:290) . 
Caledon Valley (OND2) produced only finger-decoration. This type of decoration is also prominent at 
Type V, and to a lesser extent at Type N, but is absent at Type Z sites. Comb-stamped decoration is 
prominent at Type N, but is absent at Type Z and Caledon Valley. Stylus decoration and ochre burnish 
is prominent at Type Z, but forms a very small part at Type V and even less at Type N (Maggs 
1976:291).
Followiey die dessificetioo by Huffman (1990), types within the style system were defined on the basis 
of variations in three Himj»n«Wt« viz.: vessel profile, decoration mode and position of decorated area.
The types represent different combinations of the same basic attributes. For simplification vessel
.
profiles were clustered into three groups (Fig.95). Group I contains open bowls, cups and pots; in 
Group II spherical and barrel-shaped vessels are represented and Group III represents spherical and 
sub-spherical pots with upright sides or rims, rolled over into everted necks, sometimes with a sharp or 
well-defined point of inflection.
VESSEL PROFILE GROUPS
GROUP I
GROUP II
GROUP III
Fig. 95 Vessel lie groups.
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The following style classes were selected:
1. Group I vessels with decoration in a single horizontal band on rim.
7.
8.
Group I vessels with decoration on rim edge and short vertical bands b-Iow.
Group I vessels with decoration on rim edge and vertical bands on body.
Group I vessels with decoration on rim, horizontal bands below and bands on body. 
Group I vessels with decoration on rim and red ochre below.
Group I vessels with decorations on rim, horizontal bands below and red ochre on body. 
Group II vessels with decoration in a single horizontal band on rim.
Group II vessels with decoration in irregular rows on body below rim.9.
10. Group II vessels with decoration on ri n and short pendant bands below.
11. Group II vessels with decoration on rim and vertical parallel bands on body.
12. Group II vessels with decoration on rim and horizontal bands on body
13. Group II vessels with decoration on rim and rows forming a horizontal
14. Group II vessels with decoration on rim and red ochre on body.
15. Group II vessels with decoration on rim, horizontal bands below and red ochre on body.
16. Group II vessels with horizontal decoration below rim and red ochre on body.
5  3 1
17. Group in  vessels with decoration on rim m single horizontal band.
18. Group m  vessels with decoration in vertical parallel rows on body below rim.
19. m  vessels with decoration in horizontal band on body below rim 
20. Group III vessels with decoration on rim edge and short ve rtical bands below.
I  i  I
2L Group m  vessels with decoration on rim edge and vertical bands on body.
22. Group III vessels with decoration on rim, horizontal bands below and bands on body.
23. Group m  vessels with decoration on rim and horizontal band below.
24. Group III vessels with red ochre burnish on vessel
25. Group III vessels with decoration on rim and red ochre below. m mi
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26. Group III vessels with decoration on rim, horizontal bands below and red ochre on body.
27. Group III vessels with horizontal decoration below rim and red ochre on body.
The distribution of pottery style classes is shown below.
Fig.96
MAGGS (1976)
x
x
EXCAVATION
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x
TOTAL
m m
Decoration modes on different profiles are shown in figure 97. The different pottery style classes from
the separate excavations are illustrated in figures 98-105. Of the 27 pottery style classes found at 
Doornpoort, Excavation 10 shows the largest variety, with 20 classes present, 14 at Excavations 1-9 and 
11,12 at Excavation H  8 at Excavation 13 and 5 classes at Excavation 12. Certain general classes (1,8, 
17) arc, however, present at all the different settlement units.
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Fig. 97 Decoration modes on vessel profiles.
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Fig. 106 SIMILARITY INDEX
1-9 10 11 17
1-9 X
10 71 X
It 79 76 X
12 53 40 53 X
13 52 50 55 77
14 62 50 54 47
13 14
x
40
The similarity index, based on presence or absence is shown (Fig.106). No reflection ot sample size is 
given. The core types are found to be 1,8,11,19,20,22,25,27.
The different pottery style classes as defined for Doornpoort, relating to vessel profile, position of 
decoratim and the different modes of decoration, were applied to the pottery finds illustrated by 
Maggs (19.6). Twenty two style classes, with certain variations, also occurred at OOl, OND2 and
OU2. The core types, except style class 22, arc also found in the pottery assemblages as described by
Maggs (Fig.96). These core types show that these assemblages belong to the same pottery tradition.
■ - '  1 -■
SETTLEMENT PATTERN
Settlement pattern is a cultural characteristic of the builders. Frescura (1985:258) sees settlement 
pattern as a reflection of the entire cosmology, a manifestation of group identity including economy, 
social structure and religion. According to Maggs (1972:63; 1976:285,313), settlements arc "elaborate 
artifacts" that "reflect the personality of their makers more sensitively than any other category of 
artifact".
The settlement pattern at Doornpoort is still part of the Central Cattle Pattern (Fig.107), although it 
did not produce the standardised and repeated arrangement of structures characterised by the 
connecting walls at Type V, outer walk at Type N and bilobial courtyards at Type Z (Maggs 1976). The 
Doornpoort settlements consist of one or more central cattle-byrcs with several smaller associated 
stone structures clustered nearby. Some of these were clearly used as pens for small stock and others 
had smeared daga floors and with the addition of some form of roofing could have been used as 
dwellings. Domed huts of perishable materials were arranged more or less in a circle around the stone 
structures.
The central area of a Sotho/Tswana settlement was occupied by the cattle byres and men's public 
meeting place or kgotta (Sheddick 1953:27; 1954:56). The lack of material and the absence of any other 
sign of activity in the area between the cattle byres confirms that this space formed part of the larger 
area where the stock was handled (cf. Huffman 1986:296-297). The central area is the place where the 
cows are milked and is known as lepatlelo (Schapcra 1934:563; Walton 1948:145; Duncan 1960:84; 
Ashton 1967:141).
,
The social, economic, religious and even political systems surrounding cattle husbandry seem to be 
complex. Cattle are deemed as valuable, presenting access to wives, wealth, power and status (Monnig 
1978:167). Due to this value the Sotho were always reluctant to dispose of their livestock and preferred 
to keep stock as a store of wealth. Quantity counted more than quality (Ashton 1967:139). In bygone 
days cattle were rarely slaughtered for domestic consumption, but were saved for ceremonial occasions
,■
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Fig. 107 Artists reconstruction of settlement pattern.
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(Monnig 1978:167; Sheddkk 1954:102). Cattle were also, for several reasons, not all kept at home 
(Sheddick 1954:99), but were distributed either among cattle posts or uancd to friends or relatives as 
mafisr (Sheddick 1954:109; Ashton 1967:131^13).
In an attempt to calculate the numbers of livestock kept by the occupants, Maggs (1976:319^20) 
measured the extent of space in the livestock pens available for each hut, based on the assumption t hat 
there is a relationship between the size of the stock pens an J the number of animals kept. The total 
area of stock pens was found to be 1711m2 for OOl and 3027m2 for OXF1. With 147 huts at OOl and 
29 at OXF1,11,6m2 stock pen space per hut would have been available at OOl and 104m2 at OXF1. 
These figures led Maggs (1976:266,293,320) to assume that there was a greater emphasis on herding at 
OXF1 than at OOl. However, the Minimum Number of Individuals (MNI) of domestic stock identified 
from the above sites gives a total of 68 head of cattle and 17 ovicaprines from OOl and 13 bead of 
cattle and 12 ovicaprines at OXF1. When this is compared to the area of stock pen space available, the 
greatest MNI is found at the site with less space.
_
The comparison as used by Maggs does not explain much about the ratio of cattle to huts, especially 
since it is almost impossible to recover all the huts .hat were present at a site. It is furthermore dear 
from the ethnographic record that the number of cattle present does not necessarily have any direct 
relation to the number of huts (Sheddick 1954:98-100), although cattle could be part of the "house 
property" of each hut (Sansom 1974:160). From a discussion with a neighbouring cattle farmer at 
VFwbmg, k  was learnt that each head of stock needs a certain amount of territory inside any enclosure. 
To prevent tosses through trampting the herder will know not to over-crowd the byre (Mr Hannes de 
Klerk, Tafelkop, Winburg pen. comm ). This was verified at the Department of Agriculture, U.O F.S.
i 31 .. ,1 ,
A ratio of up to 10m per cattle unit and between l,5-2m for each sheep or goat appears to be the 
acceptable standard for kraakd animals now (Prof E. du Toit, pen. conun.). I have used these ratios to
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Fig. 108
DIAMETER AREA m2 CAT]
3,1m 7,55
4,1 13,2 1
5 19,64 1-2
6,1 29,22 3
7 38,48 3-4
8 50,27 5
9 63,62 e
10,2 81,71 8
11 95,03 9
12 113,1 10
13 132,73 13
14 153,94 15
15,2 181,46 18
16,7 219,04 20-1
17 226,98 22
18 254,47 25
19,5 298,65 29-30
20,7 336,54 33
22,1 383,6 38
25,7 518,75 50
26 530,93 53
26,9 56832 56
28,4 633,47 63
28,8 651,44 65
29,1 665,08 66
30 7063 70
754,77 75
33 8553 85
35,4 98433 98
SMALL STOCK 
3 
6 
9 
15 
19 
25 
31 
40 
45 
56 
66 
75 
90 
110 
113 
127 
149 
168 
191 
259 
265 
284 
316 
325 
332 
353 
377 
427
 ______________________   j f
From the above it is dear that certain primary enclosures were too small for cattle and even for sheep 
or goats. These smaller structures were either huts or shelters for yot ng animals. In view of the fact
that the greatest number of byres were 5-7m diameter and considering their holding capacity, it seems 
most unlikely that they were cattle enclosures. Consequently I have drawn a distinction between cattle 
and sheep/goat kraals at 9-10 metres, and then calculated the number of animals for each settlement 
unit according to the ratios of L5-2m per sheep/goat and 10m per cattle unit (Fig.109). The grouping 
of stone enclosures into settlement units is in some cases my own arbitrary division based on plan
layout
Fig.109
5 2
UNIT <10m SMALL STOCK >10m CATTLE
10 54,0m 27-36 1832,9m 183
11 67,1 34-45 893,1 89
13 118,6 59-79 211,0 21
14 445,4 223-297 29763 298
15 1283 64-86 6333 63
16 603 30-40 921,4 92
17 1013 51-68 799,4 80
18 42,7 21-28 1147,9 115
19 173 9-12 2106,4 211
20 280,6 28
21 1113 _ 56-74 381,6 2 38
TOTAL 1147,1m2 574-765 11904m 1218
JFrom the a b o v  it is dear that a total of between Gve hundred to over seven hundred head of small
stock and up to twelve hundred head of cattle could be kraalcd in the site complex. This gives a ratio of 
1:10 square meter byre space available for sheep/goat to cattle and a 1:2 sheep/goat to cattle ratio for
K B m  w B M Y  V "stock on the hoof. The faunal analysis gave totals of 25 head of sheep/goat and 66 head of cattle (Plug
report on file), an MNI ratio of about 1:3. (Young animals were not considered in the calculations.) 
Although rudimentary, this calculation based on byre space will probably give a more true picture than 
bone counts because of different cultural patterns of discard and selective excavations.
The determining (actor for the validity of these stock numbers, however, would still depend on the
acarrying capacity of the grazing in the immediate environment. Any environment obviously has a limit 
to the number of animals k can support The carrying capacity of the environment also imposes a 
limitation on the distance at which k is viable to exploit resources away Lom the settlement. This 
distance fa placed at 1km by Humphreys (1972^6,159), but in the case of Doompoort could probably 
be extended to four kilometers, the distance to water.
r
According to Plug's analysis, domestic herds contributed 87 per cent of the meat id the diet Cattle
r  ■ 8supplied 98 per ceni of this protein us compared to ovicaprines. Wild species, such as springbok.
Mesbok and hartcbeest, were also utilised (I. Plug unpub. report). Warthog as found in Excavations 6 I
A  10, although unknown today, is mentioned from earlier periods from sites to the south (Mein 1979).
The diet was supplemented by other domestic animals such as pigs and fowls. Domestic pig remains 
were identified in two sites, but the find seems to be anomalous and has to be confirmed. At the most 
these animals were probably not kept on a regular basis.
This identification of pigs complement the evidence from grindstones. The majority of grindstones 
from Doornpoort look like those associated with maize (Walton 1953b.37, Maggs 1982:112), but the 
radiocarbon date from 2826DB 11 seems to be too early. Both the grindstone and pig evidence, then, is 
ambiguous.
At Doornpoort the acti’dty areas seem to centre around the huts and the cattle pens (Fig.107).
Concentrations of pottery were found either inside huts or on the outside near the entrance. Lower
grindstones were likewise located in this position. A fireplace was found in front of a hut, at 2826DB
MX near the entrance. This tends to indicate that the normal daily activities of the women, concerning 
.
the storing of grain and p. c par at ion of food, took place ir and around the houses. From the
p a p v  H
ethnographic records it is known that the men were usually occupied with tasks near the cattle byres or 
i in the central area (Maggs 1976:281). No evidence for smelting or smithing or any other male
activities could, however, be found (cf. Pistorius 1984:203).
Metal slag appears to be absent from all the sites examined by Maggs in the Orange Free State 
(1976:260321). La idler (1936:27) mentions slag from Krugerskraal, near Hcilbron, together with 
"vitrified stones and lumps of day" which he interpreted as furnace remains. Maggs (1976321), 
however, doubts this claim. It could also have been burnt dung as found at Doornpoort.
It is known that the people were highly i in several genenl crafts, viz. wood, bone and ivory
ng, basketry, and skin work (Wilson 1969:147, Hammoud-Tooke 1974:117-). The iron awls aei 
scrapers which were found at 2826DB 10 suggest skin working (Backhouse 1844:459, Maggs
The smaller stone-walled structures near the cattle byres had smeared daga floors (Fig.27). This 
suggests that these buildings could have been used as dwellings with thatched roofs. Similar huts are 
mentioned by Bennie (1956:11) near the Sand River. Walton (1958:140) found evidence in Lesotho of 
stone-walled thatched huts used by herdboys. Although no trace of a roof could be found during the 
excavations at Doornp x>rt. it is u tlikely that an open structure w iuld have had a smeared floor.
To understand what the houses were like, information has to be extrapolated from the sometimes 
cursory remarks in early records. It should be borne in mind that these descriptions arc given by 
foreign observers about unfamiliar features encountered during often brief visits. The descriptions are 
also generalized and, in most cases, only the outstanding characteristics are mentioned (Frcscura 
1981:190).
.
Casalis (1861:127) states that the huts of the Basotho '...are in the form of a large oval oven, and arc 
entered by creeping along a very narrow passage, which serves to prevent the wind from reaching the 
interior. The walls are perfectly well plastered, and often decorated..." (Flg.110-111). Backhouse (1844) 
statvi that the "...huts, which were formed like sections of sparrow-pots, and were built of sticks and 
reeds, and plastered with mud. They opened into remarkably neat, circular courts, of tall reeds, neatly 
bound together with plaited grass...(p.390). These huts were "...hemispherical, with a protruding neck..." 
ana elsewhere Backhouse describes a conical hut which was similarly plastered over with clay (p355). 
Andrew Smith (quoted in Shed dick 1954:6)) stated that: "The house is somewhat in the shape of a 
beehive with » sort of narrow elongation or l ube on one side for an entrance. The framework is formed 
of cane, the extremities of which are fixed in the ground. The height of the house is about five to six 
feet" The similar illustrations of Basotho huts in Backhouce (1844-355) and Smith (197538) (Fig.112) 
probably originated from Charkv Bell, a participant L* Smith’s expedition (Frcscura 1985:152).
The tunneled beehive or mohlongoa fatst wire still fairly common amongst the Basotho in the late
1940* (Walton 1948,1953,1956). The basic structure, with certain modifications, was also used by other
ff ms Ipgffi
ethnic groups, such as a brat-.h of the Fob mg. living among the Xhosa in the Transkci (Walton
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1949:70). Backhouse (1844) reports huts of this type in the hills around Bcthulic (p.355) e nd at Thaba 
Bosio (p368). He (p390-l) also mentions the village of Moletsane, about eighteen miles from the 
mission station at Mcquatleng (ci. Freeman 1851:337). The description by Arboussct & Daumas 
(1968:207^11) of huts of people of Makwana near Ntikhuoa (Blomspruit), north of Mapbororong, 
broadens this distribution.
During the excavations, I concentrated on the hut remains. I believe that a domed structure would 
collapse within its own perimeter, while the remains of the cylindrical hut would cover a larger area. It 
was therefore important to ascertain the limits of the debris in relation to the hut. An even layer of 
debris was found in most casts at Doornpoort (e g. Hut G7c4 at 2826DB 14), conforming to the 
expectations of a domed, or beehive, hut. In the ten excavations, the Doornpoort huts usually consisted 
of a framework of reeds, sometimes a single row, supporting a grass thatch.
Dividing walls were located on the floors at the back of some of the huts. Similar partitions arc 
described by Mason (1986:279) at the Middle Iron Age site at Bultfontein and by Taylor (197931) in 
the Group II settlements at Buffclshock. These settlements are ascribed to the Tswana (Taylor 
1979:105,107).
The early narratives (Casalis 1861:127) and the ethnographic records (Walton 1948:142, 1949:73, 
1953:6) on the Basotho, mention a raised platform (mohaotoana) as a storage place for pottery and 
household utensils on the floor opposite the door. A feature in this same position, known as umsamo, 
is also in use in Natal (Krige 1965:46). In all cases these features serve to separate the hut into front
public and back private areas (cf. Kupcr 1982).
Other attributes of the different huts are listed below.
P:V!#
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Fig.113 ATTRIBUTES OF HUT REMAINS
EXCAVATION 2826DB 10 2826DB11 2826DB 13 2826DB 14
HUT A6e2 A6c5 F5 D7 C15 D6 J18 G8dl G7c4 L13c3
Div. wall X 7 X X
Door slide X X X
Entpaving X X ? X
Fire bowl X
Pot stand X X X
Burnt pole X X
Baked daga X X X X X X X X X
Paved floor X
Stone found. X
Fire place X X X
(outside)
A single entrance wts indicated by one or more flat slabs of stone beyond the base for a sliding door. 
Hut A6e2 at 2P16DB 10 and D6, E? and ?18 at 2826DB 13 revealed this feature clearly. The remains of 
sliding doors were to'ally absent frrm the other settlement units, 2826DB 11 and 14. Similar features 
are also mentioned for OXF1 (Maggs 1976:239), Selonskraal (Pistorius 1984:98,176,205), Olifantspoort 
(Mason 1986:383) and Group II sites at Buflclshock (Taylor 1979a:31). Door slides seem to have been 
used by several of the groups, although this is not mentioned by early writers.
These doorways make it possible to compare hut orientations.
To determine orientation, compass readings were taken through the axis of huts at 2826DB 10, 11, 13 
and 14 with zero on magnetic north (Fig.114).
Fig.114 
2826DB 10
MEASUREMENTS THROUGH AXIS OF HUTS
Hut A6c5 109°
Hut A6c2 98°
Stone-hut B6a4 122°
Stonc-hut D5cl 131°
Stone-hut A9al 170°
Stone-hut A9b5 83°
Stone-hut E4a3 120°
Hut C15 220°
Hut D7 120°
Hut F5 147°
Hut E10 155°
Hut 118 115°
Hut D6 110°
Hut L13e3 310°
Hut G7e4 305°
Hut G8dl 335°
2826DB 11
2826DB 13 
2826DB 14
The plotted readings show that the huts on 2826DB 10,11 and 13 faced in directions ranging between 
cast and south, with 0 5  a notable exception, facing almost directly south-west. At 2826DB 14 huts 
faced north-west. These orientations seem to have been determined by surface slope rather than 
cardinal directions, for even hut 0 5  faced downslope. Widdicombe (1891:54) and Ashton (1967:23) 
report an eastern preference for hut orientation in Lesotho. Maggs ct al. (1986:463), however, found a 
strong correlation between hut orientation and surface slope at sites in the upper Thukela Valley. Both 
these findings contrast with the layout at the OXF1 site (Maggs 1972:56) and Selonskraal (Pistorius 
1984:99,200a), where all the huts and lobes faced inwards towards the cattle byres.
■
According to Casalis (1861:127) and Backhouse (1844:355,390), Later Iron Age huts in the general area 
were plastered with mud. These descriptions do not clarify whether the plaster was applied on the 
outside, inside or both. The use of the term "plastered over* seems to imply the outside, but Campbell
# §  r * i
(Mason 1986:838) observed at Kaditshwenc that huts were sometimes plastered on the inside right up 
to the apex. At Doornpoort huts G6 at 2826DB 13 and G8dl at 2826DB 14 appear to be examples of 
this type. In the case of G8dl the roof was probably a conical rather than a domed structure as 
described by Backhouse (1844:335). At 2826DB 11, huts D7 and F5, the ridge on the edge of the floor
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indicates that these huts were plastered on the inside. Hut G7e4 (2826DB 14), on the other hand, was 
plastered on the outside.
To avoid damage to hut decoration and equipment by smoke and soot, people are reluctant to Light 
Gres inside their living huts. They have a smaller hut (mokom) 10 use for this purpose during bad 
weather and at night. This hut is also used as a storeroom and a sleeping place for herd boys (Ashton 
1967:221-24). Hut G7c5 at 2826DB 14 fits this description. The modelled clay feature (G7c5/23) from 
2826DB 14 resembled the fire bowl used inside huts in Natal (Krige 1965:46; Parkington 1979:137-; 
Maggs et.al.l986:457-8). The low circular clay structure (F5/1) in hut F5 at 2826DB 11 (Fig.45) 
consisted of a clay rim of about 6cm and was clearly modelled out of the floor. The distinctive circular 
impressions, which seemed to have been made by a plaited grass basket, suggest that this feature could 
have been tie  base for a grass basket. No reference to such a stand could be found in the literature. 
The rectangular feature fC7/8) of upright planted stones (Fig.48) approximately in the same position 
as F5/1 m hut F5 could also have been a support for a storage container.
Casalis (1861:129-130) and Ashton (1967:24) state that the people in our area lived mainly outdoors 
during the day In fine weather the cooking was done in the lapa in front of the hut. This area was 
dearly marked off by a screen of rushes (xeotloana). The fire was usually made here between stones to 
support the pots. Distinctive fireplaces were exposed in front of Hut A6c2 at 2826DB 10 (Fig.20), F5 at 
2826DB 11 and D6 at 2826DB 13, where several flat stones formed a base on which the fire was made. 
One round fire stone was still in position at A6eZ
Domed structures of reed and daga were reported by Walton (1953) at Metlaceng. Although Maggs 
(1976) did not excavate the remnants of huts on all his sites, he argues that domed huts were in use at 
Type V sites at OOl, Zone D (p.66,130) and OU2(2) (p.172), and also Type N at OU1 (Ntsuanatsatsi) 
(p3L5) and OU2(l) (p.li>5). Beehive huts have also been reported by Maggs from the T ugela basin 
(1980) and the Mgoduyaz uka site (1982) in Natal From the Transvaal they were noted at Oiifantspoort 
(Mason 1981;1966:482), and at Middle Iron Age Pietcrsbui-g sites (Loubeer 1981). The dear proof of
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reed and grass huts, in ♦he Free State and elsewhere, therefore, supports the hypothesis of "...the 
existence of an indigenous beehive building tradition, on the highvcld...as part of a wider architectural 
tradition..." (Frescura 1985:129).
Patches of burnt dung were found widely dispersed over the site in association with individual living
units, and every unit on top of the ridge has at least one patch nearby. Middens were associated and 
seem to mark the outer boundary of the living unit.
The dominant impression of the Doompoort settlement pattern is that the primary stone-walled 
enclosures form groups, while the huts were placed along the outskirts. The clusters may represent 
relatively small kinship groups, separated from one another but forming part of a bigger homogeneous 
settlement (cf. De Jagcr 1964:24-25).
WIDER CONNECTIONS
The relation of the Doompoort finds to other Later Iron Age archaeological sites is based on 
settlement layout, pottery assemblages and hut construction. From this it could be ascertained that the 
sites between the confluence of the two Vet Rivers, classified by Maggs as Type V (1976:38), have 
wider connections.
Type Z settlements arc well defined on architectural features with bilobisJ dwellings as the main
attribute. The Type Z settlement pattern is connected to Tswana origins from the west (p.276,293), and 
the associated pottery assemblage is clearly described (p.246,270).
This clarity of definition is not applicable to Type V. The stone wall layout at the excavated site 
Makgwareng seems to be much more complex than the type site of Vcgkop near Heilbron. The dag* 
and reed huts in Zone D at OOl suggest that this type of perishable hut was probably common in Type 
V settlements. The obvious location to test this point is Vcgkop. The OND3 site also raises doubt as to
,i" | f  ' 6  ' ' $  rf - #
its inclusion as part of Type V. Its actual locality is outside the distribution of the rest of Type V 
(Maggs 1976:304), and although it is described as "localized developments within the Type V tradition",
the associated pottery assemblage displays different characteristics in vessel profile and mode of 
decoration from the rest (p.200). Furthermore, at OOl corbelled structures and stock pens form part of 
the cnli-al ring. At Tihcla (OND3), corbelled huts arc totally absent (p 195), while the huts of 
perishable materials resemble a conc-on-cylinder shape (p. 199) and arc spread around the central 
structures.
At Type N, settlement layout depends on the surrounding wall as the "definitive characteristic" (Maggs 
1976:144) and corbelled huts are not present (p315). Maggs (1976:159,192) argues that during a period 
from the sixteenth to early seventeenth century at OU2(l), and about eighteenth or early nineteenth 
century at OU1, the surrounding walls were altered when corbelled huts were erected to form a Type 
V settlement pattern. These structures, however, are not convincing as corbelled huts, for they 
resemble the low stone walled structures with smeared daga floors at Doornpoort. This transition from 
Type N to Type V is also not supported by the evidence at nearby Feme where corbelled huts arc 
totally absent (Maggs 1976:144). Against the background of the enormous diversity of settlement 
patterns and different methods of hut building, the confusion surrounding the corbelled huts seems to 
be irrelevant, since their presence O ' 1 cnee is insignificant as a characteristic feature of any 
settlement pattern. It is only the entire settlement pattern that is of importance (Maggs 
1976i314;1976b:327). ^  ^  J
In general the organisation at Doornpoort is similar to the Caledon Valley settlement pattern (Maggs 
1976:225) and resembles Metlaeeng in Lesotho (Walton 1953,1956). The main difference between 
Doornpoort and the Caledon Valley sites is the domed hut at Doornpoort Caledon Valley superficially 
resembles Type V, but it is actually the reverse in terms of primary and secondary enclosures (Maggs 
1976:213225).
Doornpoort settlement pattern corresponds best with the description of OND2, a Caledon Valley 
example (Maggs 1976:211,213,225). The pottery assemblage corresponds in general with those from 
Caledon Valley and Type V, excluding OND3. Several other characteristics, such as settlement layout,
fire bowls and hut orientation, show a relationship between Doornpoort and sites of Nguni origin (cf. 
Maggs 1982,1988; Maggs et ai. 1986). Mgoduyanuka in Natal, for example, is characterized by beehive 
huts and rare finger-nail impresses ♦cry (Maggs 1982:110-111).
The variation within the Caledon Valley cluster (Maggs 1976:225,229) forced Maggs (1976:225,229) to 
admit that it was not yet possible to describe a definite settlement pattern, and he concluded that 
OND2 can be seen "only as a general expression rf the Iron Age in the middle Caledon Valley". He 
linked the Caledon Valley sites to the Ramokhele Taung near Mequalling (1976:226,227,316). He also 
mentions the Tsueneng near modern day Marquard (p.226) and records references to the Maphuting 
(p.226) and Hlakoana in the area (p.228,229). The Fokeng were als inhabitants of the area (Maggs 
1976:142^26,314,316. Walton (1953,1956) and Bryant (1965:308,356) believes they had an Nguni origin. 
According to Ellenberger (1912:21) and Bryant (1965:356), the first people from the east to move over 
the Drakensberg were the Phetla, Polane and Pnuti, offshoots of the Zizi clans.
In the past the people in the Orange Free State lived in independent tribes, or dichaba (Ashton 
1938:291), and the ruling line of each had its own totem, or seboko (p.293). When their history is 
traced, an enormous amount of confusion surrounds the application of these two terms to different 
groups (cf. Wilson 1971:72). As Maggs (1976:303,306) notes: "The oral history, especially of the earlier 
centuries, is concerned mainly with lineage or seboko, and tells us little about the history of the sechaba 
at nation as such*.
e
In archaeological studies the identification and classification of these defined units are also of less 
importance. If we search for lineages end tribes we entangle ourselves in an impossible task. We should 
aim for the identification of different cultures rather than specific groups. At this level of analysis the 
Later Iron Age settlements at Doornpoort probably represent a merger of Sotho/Tswana and Nguni
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